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Glossary of terms

Term Abbreviation Definition

Auxiliary Power Unit APU A device that provides energy to a vehicle for 
reasons other than propulsion 

Canadian Association of 
Municipal Fleet Managers

CAMFM A Canadian organization that provides support to 
municipal fleet managers

Canadian Energy Efficiency 
Alliance

CEEA A not-for-profit organization founded in 1995 to 
enhance competitiveness and improve 
environmental protection in Canada

Methane & Carbon Dioxide CH4 & CO2 Greenhouse gases

Energy, Environment, 
Excellence

E3 Certification process similar to LEEDTM for fleets 

Electric Vehicle EV A vehicle powered by batteries which utilize an 
electric motor for movement  

Fleet Challenge Ontario FCO Not-for-profit organization that helps fleets 
reduce their carbon footprint

Greenhouse gas GHG Gases that absorb and emit thermal radiation 
that contributes to the greenhouse effect

Greater Toronto Area GTA An area composed of Toronto and the 
municipalities of Durham, Halton, Peel, and York

Green Vehicle Evaluation and 
Selection Tool

GVEST Excel-based tool that compares green vehicle 
technologies based on set criterion

Homogenous Charge 
Compression Ignition 

HCCI Fuel and air are compressed to the point of 
ignition in an internal combustion engine

International Organization for 
Standardization 

ISO Organization that sets worldwide industrial and 
commercial standards 

Internal Combustion Engine ICE An engine which is powered by gasoline or diesel 
liquid fuel which is ignited in an ignition chamber

International Council for Local 
Environmental Initiatives 

ICLEI An international association that provides 
sustainable development services 

Key Performance Indicator KPI Fleet operating criteria vital to the proper 
management and efficiency of the fleet

Light Emitting Diode LED Highly energy efficient semiconductor light 
source

Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design 

   LEED® Internationally recognized certification process 
for energy efficient green building design

NAFA Fleet Management 
Association

NAFA members who manage fleets or supply products 
and services to the fleet community

Personal Rapid Transit PRT

Toronto Atmospheric Fund TAF A program that supports community and City 
actions through funding
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BEST PRACTICES MANUAL  2nd EDITION

Introduction to the Best Practices 
Manual
Given today’s increasingly pressing environmental concerns, along with varying fuel prices and 
pressures on fossil fuel reserves, a great opportunity exists for the municipal fleet operator to 
seek out new cost efficiencies in their fleet while taking a leadership role on environmental 
issues within their community.  

The following updated Best Practices Manual has been prepared by Fleet Challenge Ontario 
with the support of the Ontario Government. This document stems from the Ontario Municipal 
Fleet Review and Green Fleet Forum Series, projects designed to assist Ontario municipalities 
in understanding and delivering on opportunities to instigate fleet efficiencies and achieve 
associated environmental benefits.   

Information has been structured so as to provide topical information to assist fleet managers in 
initiating, deploying, and maintaining a green fleet. Sections have been developed in 
consultation with green fleet management experts, Ontario municipal fleet stakeholders, and 
by the study team. Where applicable, information has been briefly supplemented by additional 
research.

It is expected that this Best Practices Manual, through providing discussion on and tangible 
examples of currently available and cost-effective automotive fleet management activities, will 
enable fleet managers to take action on global warming and poor air quality while at the same 
time saving money and improving workplace health and community livability.
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Gasoline and toxic emissions

Gasoline is one of the major sources of toxic emissions into the atmosphere. Refined gasoline 
contains hydrocarbon molecules which are composed of multiple carbon atoms joined 
together in chain-like structures. Although gasoline’s high energy density makes it an attractive 
fuel to utilize in internal combustion engines, several of its hydrocarbons are toxic to humans.  
These include:

➡ Toluene – health issues range from drowsiness to possible death

➡ Naphthalene – exposure to large amounts leads to red blood cell destruction

➡ Trimethylbenzene – which acts as a central nervous system depressant

➡ Benzene –  a recognized human carcinogen

Human exposure to benzene is widespread and the primary source of contact is through 
refueling of internal combustion engines – mainly automobiles. Short term exposure to low 
concentrations of benzene have minimal effects but higher concentrations can trigger a 
depression of the central nervous system leading to drowsiness, dizziness, headaches, and 
even unconsciousness.  

Continued and long term exposure to benzene can lead to leukemia.

– Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety
Source: http://www.ccohs.ca/oshanswers/chemicals/chem_profiles/benzene/health_ben.html
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About Fleet Challenge Ontario
From September 2007 – March 2008, the Ontario Ministry of Finance, with the support of the 
Ministry of Transportation and through the Strengthening Our Partnerships initiative, funded a 
pilot program designed to effect change in Ontario’s municipal fleet sector: “Fleet Challenge 
Ontario”. This program was designed to assist Ontario municipalities in understanding and 
delivering on opportunities to instigate fleet efficiencies and achieve associated fiscal and 
environmental benefits.   

The original pilot program delivered three elements:

1. A set of 12 pro bono municipal green fleet reviews using the E3 Fleet Review evaluation 
framework. E3 has similar principles to LEED® environmental certification for buildings 
but is fleet focused. These fleet reviews were performed to ascertain operating 
baselines for on road vehicles and identify areas for cost-savings;

2. Three workshops to provide interested municipalities with the information and access to 
experts, tools and resources to grow green fleet practices; and,

3. A Best Practices Manual, which would showcase municipal efficiency achievements 
and key findings of the fleet reviews and workshop components. This publication was 
made available to all municipalities and their fleet managers in 2008.   

In 2009, the Government of Ontario elected to continue supporting Fleet Challenge Ontario’s 
work with municipalities and to expand the program in duration and in scope. Over a three-
year period, the expanded program was to deliver a series of breakfast forums to expose 
Ontario’s fleet managers to cutting edge developments in greening fleets, as well as continue 
fleet review work across the province.

The following Best Practices Manual has been prepared to update and augment the 
information originally published in 2008. It is delivered as part of the specified outcomes of the 
Fleet Challenge Ontario program, and serves as a central document that captures the 
information presented in the breakfast forum series as well as data and insights compiled by 
Fleet Challenge Ontario to date through the fleet reviews and other research.  

It is anticipated that this information will be of interest and provide economic and 
environmental value to municipal fleet managers, their constituents, policymakers, and other 
stakeholders across Ontario and Canada.
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Structure of the report
This Manual has been prepared to describe how and what a municipality could consider in 
creating or refining a green fleet and operational plan. Sections have been developed to 
address:

SECTION 1.0 The evolving global context for vehicle transportation
This section touches on new developments in the internal combustion 
engine, describes new standards evolving for engine emissions and 
includes information on alternatively fueled vehicles such as hybrids and 
electric vehicles. The sustainability of continued conventional oil use for 
transportation and implications of oil shortage and novel transportation 
means are also briefly addressed. 

SECTION 2.0 Creating a green fleet plan – The municipal challenge
This section includes a short description of policies that have implications 
for municipal fleet management in Canada, defining elements of a green 
fleet, and methods for gaining support for green fleet plan within the 
municipal working environment. Examples of local municipal green fleet 
plans and strategies are provided when applicable.

SECTION 3.0 “Data is King” ...and critical to fleet efficiency
This short section provides an overview of available frameworks for 
effective fleet management and important attributes to measure, focusing 
on the E3 fleet review. Comprehensive data collection and evaluation is 
emphasized, both in this section and throughout this manual as a critical 
component to effective fleet operation and cost management.  

SECTION 4.0 Trends in hybrid and electric vehicles
This section provides more detail on hybrid and electric vehicles, 
manufacturers, as well as maintenance information. Potential policy 
regulations that could affect future vehicle development are briefly 
described, as well as technical details about alternative fueled vehicles 
and related pilot projects.
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SECTION 5.0 Renewable fuels
This section focuses on the use of biodiesel and fuel ethanol in vehicle 
transportation, including considerations on proper maintenance and 
storage, blending ratios, emission reduction impacts, and the broader 
policy context.

SECTION 6.0 Maintaining a successful green fleet
This section provides fleet managers with technical information on how to 
best maintain a green fleet and green vehicles, tips and information on 
vehicle maintenance, and insights on how to reduce a fleet’s 
environmental footprint. Other considerations such as the environmental 
footprint of the working garage are addressed through brief treatment of 
environmental management systems like ISO 14001 and ISO 26000.

SECTION 7.0 Managing green fleet assets effectively
This section contains information about Life Cycle Costing and the most 
effective strategies to gauge the value and life cycle of an asset.  
Valuation of fleets is explained and examples are used were appropriate.  
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SECTION 1.0  The evolving context for 
vehicle transportation

Fleet managers are at times faced with an almost overwhelming amount of information when it 
comes to identifying optimal green vehicles and fuels for their fleets. The information provided 
herein is intended to provide broader context for decision-making by providing brief 
background on current vehicle technology developments.

Focus is placed on: (1) vehicle technology developments in the short and long term; (2) 
alternative vehicle technology and applicability to fleet usage; and (3) the implications of using 
fossil fuels to continue to support global transportation.

1.1  In the near term: Internal combustion engine technology 
developments

Although today’s commonplace internal combustion engine (ICE) represents a greatly improved 
version of earlier models, these engines are still relatively inefficient at converting the potential 
chemical energy of fuel into the mechanical energy required for mobility (Table 1.1).1  

Table 1.1: Automobile System Energy Balance - Urban driving vs. Highway driving 2

Urban Driving Highway Driving

Initial Fuel Energy 100% 100%

Internal Energy Losses

Engine (combustion heat/friction) 62.4% 69.2%

Idling 17.2% 3.6%

Accessories 2.2% 1.6%

Drivetrain 5.6% 5.4%

Subtotal 87.4% 79.8%

External Energy Loads

Aerodynamic Drag 2.6% 10.9%

Rolling Resistance 4.2% 7.1%

Braking 5.8% 2.2%

Subtotal 12.6% 20.2%

Total Energy Converted 100% 100%
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Fabrication materials, fuel injection, and turbo charging are few examples of how automotive 
engineers are working to improve engine efficiency while reducing physical engine size, 
effectively “getting more out of less”. Engine size has also declined as the amount of power 
generated as a function of size has increased.

The following technologies are currently driving the evolution of the internal combustion 
engine:3

1. Camless valve actuation, a precise form of actuation that is much more efficient than  
traditional cam shaft designs.4 It is expected that the fuel reduction potential for this 
technology is up to 12%;

2. Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition, a form of internal combustion that uses 
compression to auto-ignite the mixture of gas and air.5 Research has demonstrated this 
type of engine can achieve up to a 30% increase in fuel economy and demonstrates the 
highest potential heat efficiency among ICE systems;6

3. Spark ignition direct injection, which is possible when the fuel delivery system is in 
line and in the same chamber as the spark ignition system. This type of system is much 
more efficient than carburetors due to the specificity of fuel delivery and burn; and,  

4. Turbo charging, a technology that employs the engines own exhaust gases to 
compress air in a pressurized turbine, forcing air into the engine’s cylinders. The denser 
air improves engine power and efficiency because of the higher combustion rate of 
gases during ignition, with expected fuel consumption reduction of up to 7%

In addition to technical developments within the engine, physical improvements such as weight 
reduction are important factors that also affect fuel economy. For every 100 pounds of weight 
engineers can remove from a vehicle, drivers can expect a corresponding increase of half a 
mile of fuel efficiency.7 Manufacturers have introduced several materials to reduce vehicle 
weight including high strength low-alloy steels, aluminum and magnesium, high performance 
plastics, and carbon fiber composites.8
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3 However, there is still room for improvement.  For example, substantial energy is lost in the combustion of fuel and 
in the mechanical transfer of energy to the driving wheels.  These losses can account for more than a 20% loss in 
the conversion of combustion energy to driving force.
4 Camless valve actuation reduces unnecessary cam opening and mitigates the heat created by the rotation and 
contact of the cam shaft, thereby limiting the parasitic losses that would otherwise accrue.
5 The mixture burns more thoroughly, releases heat over a shorter time span, and is more easily dissipated.
6 http://www.nissan-global.com/EN/TECHNOLOGY/OVERVIEW/hcci.html
7 Automotive Engineering Industrial (March 2009) “Lighten Up”
8 When it comes to these new materials, questions yet remain in terms of finding the right fit for the application, 
determining all requisite physical properties (i.e., fatigue properties, other), and building the infrastructure for 
economical and sustainable delivery. Carbon fiber, for example, is extremely strong and lightweight but is also 
expensive, difficult to mold, and not yet mass-produced. For this reason, it is not (to date) a good candidate for large 
scale adoption. To achieve mass production, materials must be manufactured on an assembly line with low repair 
costs, and enable easy recyclability or reuse.
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California exhaust emission standards and test 
procedures for 2009 and subsequent model passenger 
cars, light duty trucks, and medium duty vehicles

In 2009 new emission standards were put in place for passenger cars, light duty trucks, and 
medium duty vehicles produced and delivered in California. The new fleet standards affect 
model years from 2009 – 2016+ and take several engine and exhaust characteristics into 
consideration. Included are N2O emissions, CO2 emissions, and A/C direct and indirect 
emissions. 

This will affect Canadian fleets because manufacturers will be delivering vehicles which 
conform to the new standard. Under the new regulations, fleet vehicles must meet the 
following criteria:

Fleet average GHG exhaust mass emission requirements for passenger car, 
light duty truck, and medium duty passenger vehicle weight classes 

(4,000 mile Durability Vehicle Basis) 

Fleet average GHG exhaust mass emission requirements for passenger car, 
light duty truck, and medium duty passenger vehicle weight classes 

(4,000 mile Durability Vehicle Basis) 

Fleet average GHG exhaust mass emission requirements for passenger car, 
light duty truck, and medium duty passenger vehicle weight classes 

(4,000 mile Durability Vehicle Basis) 

Model year

Fleet average GHG emissions (g per mile CO2 equivalent)Fleet average GHG emissions (g per mile CO2 equivalent)

Model year All PCs; LDT 0-3,750 lbs. LVW LDTs 3,751 lbs. LVW – 8,500 lbs. 
GVW; MDPVs

2009 323 439

2010 301 420

2011 267 390

2012 233 361

2013 227 355

2014 222 350

2015 213 341

2016+ 205 332

N.B. – PC (passenger car), LDT (light duty truck), MDPV (medium duty passenger vehicle), LVW 
(loaded vehicle weight), GVW (gross vehicle weight).

The standard is projected to reduce the consumption of 1.8 billion barrels of oil and 900 million 
metric tons of GHGs over its anticipated lifespan.  

 – The California Air Resources Board, 2010
www.arb.ca.gov
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did you know about...
1.2  Alternative vehicles: Hybrids, plug-in hybrids & electrics

Hybrid vehicle technology is currently at the forefront of climate change mitigation in the 
transportation sector as these vehicles can reduce energy use through improved fuel economy 
and as well as minimize harmful GHG emissions.9 Hybrid vehicles are typically composed of an 
internal combustion engine, a large battery pack, and one or more electric motors to deliver 
power to the driveshaft.

Hybrid technology can be incorporated into a 
wide range of vehicles ranging from small 
compact cars to large heavy-duty trucks.  
Although the purchase price for hybrids is 
currently higher than conventional models, 
capital and operating costs continue to decline 
over time in response to technological 
developments, consumer demand, and 
increasing fossil fuel costs. 

The opportunity for plug-in hybrids is also a 
popular topic in the fleet community. A plug-in 
hybrid is a vehicle with additional battery energy 
that can be charged from the electric grid and 
used to propel the vehicle for some portion of a 
trip. This means the vehicle can be fueled with 
conventional gasoline and charged with 
electricity at night when the vehicle is parked.  
This application is ideal for fleets because 
vehicles often operate on regular duty cycles 
and reside at a common facility which allows 
them to be plugged in after work shifts and 
overnight. 

The advantage to the plug-in system is range extension. When the battery power is diminished, 
the conventional gasoline engine will take over to either power the vehicle or to provide 
electricity to the electric motor until the operator reaches their destination. The range of this 
type of vehicle varies from 16 to about 65 kilometers, although some vehicles are now 
demonstrating much larger ranges.

did you know...

Hybrid benefits

➡ Eliminates turbo lag

➡ Keeps engine out of 
low efficiency 
operating modes

➡ Large electric 
potential to power all 
on-board electrical 
devices

➡ Reduces fossil fuel 
consumption
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cell technology and infrastructure.  Many manufacturers have moved away from fuel cell technology as hydrogen 
has proven difficult to store, deliver, and produce.  New infrastructure would have to be put in place to support 
hydrogen-powered vehicles (as opposed to plug-in electric vehicles, which can readily charge off the existing grid).  
Further research and development is needed for hydrogen fuel cells to be a viable large-scale option. 
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Electric vehicles do not use an internal combustion engines to power the drivetrain and 
wheels but instead rely on electric motors. The required electrical potential energy is typically 
stored in a battery pack on board the vehicle. Whereas gasoline and diesel engines are 
typically 30 to 40% efficient at converting fuel energy into kinetic energy, electric motors can 
convert more than 94% of the electrical energy supplied into useful work. To date however, the 
energy storage constraints of today’s batteries still limit EVs to uses involving shorter trips and 
that provide sufficient recharging time.10

Currently, the major disadvantage of hybrids, plug-in hybrids, and also battery electric vehicles 
is price (and for EVs specifically, access to charging infrastructure). Although these vehicles are 
more environmentally friendly on an operational basis, they often come with a premium price 
tag which deters consumers. Scaled to the size and type of battery utilized, the price for a 
hybrid vehicle can often be as much or more than 20% higher than its conventional 
counterpart. 

Depending on the driving behavior, geographical area, and operational cycle, the return on 
investment can vary however it is widely believed that as these vehicles gain in popularity and 
fuel prices continue to fluctuate they will become much more affordable over time.
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The Chevrolet Volt and electric vehicles

As of 2010/11, General Motors has over 5.5 million vehicles worldwide and 17 models in North 
America with flex-fuel technology. The most sophisticated hybrid vehicle offered by GM is the 
two-mode hybrid vehicle. This vehicle has demonstrated up to 40% urban fuel economy 
improvement, can tow up to 6,100 pounds, and works with an Active Fuel Management system  
(which enables a V8 engine to have the fuel economy of a V4 mid-size car while city driving).

According to GM, “knowing the market is vital when designing an alternative fueled vehicle”.  
The Chevrolet Volt is an electric vehicle designed to meet the needs of commuters in urban 
centers. The Volt has a range of 64 kilometers on a single charge and can run hundreds of 
extended kilometers on its traditional internal combustion engine. This gives the driver the 
flexibility to choose between pure electric propulsion and conventional engine propulsion.  As 
per GM, the Volt is a good solution for the +78% of customers commuting approximately 60 
kilometers per day.
  
To provide a local example, 70% of commuters in Toronto travel by personal vehicle. Over one 
quarter of cars sold in Toronto are compact cars and most people use their car to commute in 
the City (usually less than 60 km). Based on the price of electricity in Toronto, a Volt would 
therefore cost 1 cent per kilometer to operate compared to 4 to 6 cents per kilometer for a 
typical compact car.  

Analysis by GM indicates that the impact on the grid would account for a small portion of the 
overall demand. For example, plugging 10 million electric vehicles into the grid is estimated to 
account for 0.8% of the overall load. 

Computing and application devices on mobile computers and mobile phones could also allow 
an operator to control the vehicle’s computer wirelessly. This means an operator could check 
on the charge status of the vehicle, set charge schedules and even cool the interior of the car 
from their mobile device.

– Adapted from presentation by GM Canada, 2010
www.gm.ca
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1.3  Long-term: Conventional oil reserves and potential implications 
of diminished supply

Regardless of how current trends in vehicle technology play out, experts suggest it is important 
to also consider the overall global scenario for transportation fuel in addition to its present 
market value. Conventional oil – from which gasoline and diesel fuel are created – is extremely 
important in our present society.11 Approximately 95% of all transportation around the world 
depends on oil and the movement of freight alone consumes almost half of the oil produced 
today.12 

Oil production is slowing because of diminishing stocks and increasingly complex extraction 
methods required to reach deep-seated wells. Historically, the global supply of oil originates 
from approximately 100 oil fields, most of which have been traditionally located in politically 
unstable countries. Although the worldwide rate of consumption has been close to 30 bb/yr (82 
million bb/day), the rate of discovery has been below 10 bb/yr.13  In addition, true oil reserves 
are unknown because privately owned quantities can be exaggerated (Figure 1.2).14  
Unfortunately, all of these parameters are coming into play at a time when human global 
population has reached nearly seven billion.

Such challenges to fossil fuel production are anticipated to result in diminished results and a 
shift from reliance on conventional oil to non-conventional oil. For example the United States 
has arguably the most resources to search for and produce oil yet conventional oil production 
peaked in 1970. Even with deep ocean well exploration and Arctic oil field development – 
efforts that have been initiated 
specifically to combat the 
declining trend – the U.S. has not 
been able to sustain its oil industry 
and is relying increasingly on 
foreign oil.

Canada’s oil sands in Alberta have 
been a topic of interest for the 
petroleum and environmental 
industries as well as many other 
stakeholders. Whereas traditional 
oil extraction involves simply 
pumping the oil from subterranean 
cavities to the surface, the oil 
sands require a highly energy 

Figure 1.1: Fort McMurray, 2010

Flickr @ eryn.rickard; http://tinyurl.com/5vp96uv (CC BY 2.0)
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11 Apart from petroleum used in internal combustion engines, oil is also used to produce familiar products such as 
plastic, pharmaceuticals, pesticides and fertilizers.
12 Gilbert, R., A. Perl “Transport Revolutions: Moving People and Freight Without Oil”, London: Earthscan, 2007. Pg. 115.
13 Gilbert, Richard & Perl, Anthony.  “Transport revolutions: moving people and freight without oil”.  London: Earthscan, 2007. 
Pg. 116
14 Gilbert, Richard & Perl, Anthony.  “Transport revolutions: moving people and freight without oil”.  London: Earthscan, 2007. 
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intensive extraction process in order to physically separate the soil from the bitumen15 (which is 
eventually refined to oil). This process requires significant amounts of water and heat (usually 
supplied via natural gas, another finite fuel resource) to reduce the bitumen’s viscosity. 

Another major and common concern regarding oil is price as this has varied significantly over 
the past several decades. In 2008, there was a significant price shock when a barrel of oil 
reached an astonishing $140. Although economists have varying opinions on this issue, there 
is some evidence that a spike in oil price is correlated with economic recession (Figure 1.3).16

Higher oil prices can influence economic activity and affect the automotive sector. Major 
automotive companies such as General Motors and Toyota are preparing to face a buying 
market reduced by as much as 30% in the near future. Between 1986 and 2006, the amount of 
young drivers (16-20 years old) fell 31% per capita. The drop can be attributed to gas prices 
but other costs are also at play including insurance, the graduated licensing system and the 
overall operational cost of a vehicle.

Figure 1.2: Reported and actual oil production from 1980 to 2009 in Saudi Arabia

Figure 1.3: Oil price over the last 20 years.  The largest peak in 2008 ($140/barrel) could be correlated 
with economic recession.
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15 A heavy form of petroleum, bitumen must be physically separated from sand through energy intensive methods that 
reduce its viscosity and allow it to flow freely.  The treated sand is then returned and large tailing ponds remain that filter the 
newly contaminated water used in the treatment process.  Canadian Encyclopedia, 2011.
16 Gilbert, Richard & Perl, Anthony.  “Transport revolutions: moving people and freight without oil”.  London: 
Earthscan, 2007. 
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did you know about...

Potential implications of an oil shortage to Canada

During World War II, the Canadian government issued a ration on gasoline. It has been 
suggested by Gilbert and Perl (2010) that the present situation may require a new ration based 
on oil geology and economics. Ontario and Canada are susceptible to oil shortage because of 
three main reasons:  (1) most of the oil that enters Ontario is from Western Canada, (2) 
Ontario’s oil travels in a pipeline that runs through the United States, and (3) there is no direct 
pipeline that runs through Canada.

Sources of Ontario’s oil in 2009Sources of Ontario’s oil in 2009

Western Canada (via pipeline through US) 75%

Eastern Canada 4%

Imports from North America 5%

Imports from outside North America 16%

Canada has no oil reserve as opposed to the United States, which has 90-120 days of oil 
reserve on hand at all times.  
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Alternatives in Transportation – Beyond the Passenger Vehicle

For public transportation, connection to the grid may offer a means to reduce fossil fuel 
consumption and increase efficiency, reliability, and cost-effectiveness.17 Simple infrastructure 
such as overhead cables that are connected to city buses through connection rods may soon 
provide an economic way to electrify transit. This form of electrification is anticipated to cost 
90% less than installing a full light rail transit system.18  

Of all options, Personal Rapid Transport (PRT) has been considered the best grid connection 
option to reduce energy and fossil fuel demand. PRTs remain in the development stages but 
are showing promise. Multiple airports and municipalities have begun the planning phase to 
install PRT networks that could transport people quickly and efficiently to their destinations 
(Figure 1.4).19

Several test tracks are operational and undergoing active testing, including in West Virginia, 
India, and South Korea. Recently a pilot system (ULTra) was constructed at London Heathrow 
Airport. The system underwent four weeks of public trials and achieved 99.6% availability 
(97.5% is considered transit level of service).

In the longer term, PRT is one solution to reduce emissions and be connected to the grid but 
fleet managers may have to find ways to use this type of technology to their advantage or to 
consider how these broad public scale developments may affect their fleets and respective 
vehicle duties.

Figure 1.4:  Digital 
depiction of a PRT and 
theoretical travel 
times.  These values 
were calculated with 
specifications from a 
prospective pilot project 
in Sweden.

Departure Arrival Distance Time

Eskilstuna
(town centre)

Västerås 
(town centre)

33 km 10 minutes

Stockholm City Gåxsjön (Jämtland) 680 km 3 hours
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17 The environmental benefit of grid connection will be highly dependent on the electricity profile of the region in 
question. Although still having coal and natural gas, Ontario is blessed with renewable energy resources such as 
hydroelectricity, bioenergy, and wind power, as well as other alternatives including nuclear power.
18 The advantage of overhead cable systems is continuous connection to grid provides power and communication.
19 In the future, hanging personal pods are likely the best option for PRT because of their superior weather 
protection for both the pod and track sections and flexibility (large pods, small pods, train formation and 
independent battery powered short movements away from the grid).  PRTs are also more cost effective and 
convenient to the average user.
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1.4  Closing thoughts

In many ways fleets have the power to influence automobile manufacturers and encourage 
innovative solutions to conventional fossil fuel usage. Fleets can be leaders and catalysts for 
technology adoption by adopting alternative fueled vehicles or other progressive technologies 
into their operations. As it takes a long time for mainstream consumers to trust new 
technology, fleets are well positioned to collect and provide real-world data on the endurance 
and reliability of new technologies and alternative fueled vehicles. The most important step is 
to start early because of the long lead-time required to improve the technology and create 
robust infrastructure.  

In the longer term, fleets may eventually have to move away from full reliance on traditional 
internal combustion engines in order to meet air quality, health, and other environmental 
objectives, as well as to reduce operating costs. All fleet managers will have to adapt and 
prepare for the changing vehicle market, whether reflected in evolutions in the internal 
combustion engine, increased penetration of hybrids and plug-in electric vehicles, and/or 
hydrogen fuel cells and other technology opportunities yet to be presented.
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SECTION 2.0  Creating a Green Fleet 
Plan – the municipal challenge20

It is estimated that Ontario’s municipal fleets, including transit fleets, contribute approximately 
43% of Canada’s estimated 1.74 MT of municipal fleet emissions. Municipal fleet operators are 
increasingly aware of their fleet’s impact on the environment to the point where many Canadian 
municipalities have taken a leadership role on dealing with these concerns.  

As witnessed through FCO’s Fleet Review program interest and workshop participation, there 
is a broad and growing interest across Ontario to implement “green fleet” plans that will reduce 
the output of harmful emissions in municipalities.

2.1  What is a Green Fleet?
21

Although no single definition of a green fleet exists, FCO considers that successful green fleets 
tend to focus on two overarching goals:

1. The optimizing of efficiency in its various incarnations (i.e., mode of travel, fuel, route 
planning, fleet operation, fleet/vehicle size, etc.); and, 

2. Increasing the use of alternative fuels and sustainable technologies.

A green fleet has also been described as “one that does its best to minimize fuel consumption 
and exhaust emissions. It will also seek to minimize the amount of traffic it generates, by 
utilizing vehicles efficiently, by using alternatives to the car wherever possible and by 
conducting its business so as to minimize the need for travel.” (City of London, UK)

Key components of an effective green fleet plan should include fuel efficiency targets and a 
GHG baseline.  The plan should also include goals, implementation strategies, milestones, 
roles and responsibilities, monitoring and reporting commitments and a stated commitment by 
various levels of the organization to continuous improvement.  

Excerpts of green fleets and green fleet plans in place or in development include:

➡ Toronto:  “The Green Fleet Transition Plan 2008-2011 sets out to transition the City's 
vehicles and equipment to lower impact alternatives such as biodiesel, natural gas 
and hybrid electric vehicles”22

➡ Richmond Hill:  Richmond Hill recently completed a Fleet Review which gave the 
fleet managers detailed feedback on the performance of their vehicles.  As a result 
Richmond Hill has since identified four key areas for improvement: (1) a revised Green 
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20 Adapted from FCO Best Practice 2008
21 Content for 2.1 developed by Fleet Challenge Ontario
22 Toronto Green Fleet Transition Plan 2008-2011.  Source:  http://www.toronto.ca/fleet/green_fleet_transition.htm
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Fleet strategy, (2) vehicle utilization tracking, (3) fleet right-sizing, and (4) monitoring 
preventative vs. reactive maintenance ratios.   

➡ The City of Guelph: The City of Guelph earned an E3 silver rating for managing a 
sustainable fleet.  After completing a Fleet Review in 2008, the City was able to 
implement anti-idling initiatives, train staff to operate vehicles efficiently, and use 
right-sizing strategy where possible.  In June 2010, Guelph’s fleet was the second in 
Ontario to be awarded an E3 silver rating. 

➡ Ontario Public Service:  This management plan, which governs a fleet of over 
10,000 vehicles, includes critical green fleet components as in: (1) fleet right-sizing, 
(2) hybrid vehicle acquisition, (3) lifecycle management, (4) older vehicle replacement, 
(5) use of alternate fuels and technologies and (6) operational and governance 
changes.

➡ Town of Markham: Markham’s Green Fleet Transition Plan outlines an 
implementation schedule for acquiring vehicles, improving overall fleet efficiency, and 
adopting fuel technologies that have less environmental impact.23

These organizations, among others, have been particularly successful with their green fleet 
programs.   Common systemic attributes that have led to their success include:

1. A corporate culture that encourages environmental leadership

2. Commitment to greening the fleet at the most senior level of the organization

3. Carefully managed risk and a willingness to experiment

4. A strong communications team to share successes

5. Green fleet commitment, stated in policy

6. Procurement policies that take into consideration the value of life cycle costs

7. Carefully prepared green fleet plans that are based in reality and practicality

8. Capturing reliable and consistent fleet operating data

9. Measurable, measured, and achievable green fleet goals

It is worth noting that these attributes fall within two broad strategies: (1) an overall receptive 
organizational culture and comprehensive commitment to sustainability, as evidenced by policy 
commitments and a general willingness to accept leadership responsibility (Attributes 1 – 5); 
and (2), a set of measures that can apply organizational rigor and deliver on the execution of 
these programs (Attributes 6 – 9).
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case study...

A green fleet plan for New York City

Through PlaNYC, Mayor Bloomberg has challenged NYC to reduce carbon emissions by 30% 
in total by 2030 and 30% for municipal government by 2017.  The New York City Department 
of Parks and Recreation’s (NYPR) is leading the way with 64% of their fleet vehicles using 
alternative energies and technology – this is expected to increase to 72% by the end of 2010.

The types of alternative energies used by the NYPR fleet range from compressed natural gas, 
biodiesel, solar power, low emission vehicles, and electric vehicles which allows the fleet to be 
more efficient and productive while saving costs.  Right-sizing and elimination of vehicles in 
favour of bicycles has helped to reduce emissions and save on the costs of fuel.   

In 2008, the NYPR fleet was recognized as the most environmentally friendly fleet in the 
country by the National Association of Fleet Administrators (NAFA).  In 2009, Fleet Owner 
Magazine awarded NYPR with the vocational “Fleet of the Year” award.  

– Adapted from a presentation by the New York
Department of Parks and Recreation, 2010
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2.2  Types of Green Fleet strategies

Although not meant to be an exhaustive list, a typical “Green Fleet” may have several of the 
following operating and technical strategies in place.  The best green fleet operators will have 
given consideration to each of these elements, among others.

1. A computerized and comprehensive Fleet and Fuel Management System which 
can help identify and evaluate fuel usage, asset tracking, vehicle right-sizing and life 
cycle optimization, vehicle sale and disposal, and a myriad of other important metrics 
that can identify opportunities for efficiency improvements;24

2. A Preventive Maintenance Program that consists of scheduled inspection and follow-
up repairs of vehicles and equipment in order to decrease on-road breakdowns and 
excessive downtime; 

3. “Green” maintenance and repair facilities, to ensure that a facility that is equipped 
with catch basins, uses low energy and environmentally friendly lighting and heating, 
has fast roll doors, recycles water in the vehicle wash, uses environmentally friendly 
parts cleaning fluids, and has well maintained fuelling infrastructure as well as waste oil 
and anti-freeze storage tanks, among other options;

4. Technician and Driver Training Programs to keep technicians up to date on new 
technologies and procedures and to educate drivers on how new technologies may 
affect driving practices. This should also consider green maintenance and repair 
policies and procedures to outline the use and disposal of various chemicals and fluids 
in the repair and maintenance of vehicles and equipment.25 Policies and procedures can 
also specify anti-idling policies and promote the preferred use of environmentally 
responsible suppliers, among other options;

5. Considers the use of Hybrid Vehicles, Electric Vehicles, and Alternate Fuels in 
various categories.26  Hybrids are playing a growing role in the greening of most 
transportation fleets in Canada today because of the significant improvements in fuel 
economy and GHG reduction they can deliver. Alternative fuels can lower exhaust 
emissions and when derived from a sustainable source, reduce a fleets’ carbon 
footprint.27 Appropriate technician and driver training, in addition to sound infrastructure 
planning, must accompany the introduction of these vehicles and fuels to a fleet.
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24 Important elements include an interface to a computerized fuel management system, an automated system that 
will interface with an automated fuel dispensing system, cross referencing of equipment via serial number, license 
number and unit/asset number, tracking of parts, supply and asset inventory; tracking of warranty recovery; tracking 
of employee labour; tracking of repairs; tracking of repair history and repair costs; track fuel usage; enable ad hoc 
reports; perform Preventive Maintenance Scheduling; etc.
25 I.e., The use of re-refined and synthetic oils, environmentally friendly hydraulic oils, recapped drive tires, etc.
26 I.e., Smart Cars for Parking Enforcement; Hybrid Ford Escapes for By-Law Enforcement; hybrid Toyota/Nissan 
Pool Cars; hybrid pick-up trucks for Public Works, Parks and Road Patrols; diesel-electric hybrid Transit Buses; and 
diesel-hydraulic (hydraulic accumulator) garbage packers, among other options. 
27 I.e., Biodiesel, Ethanol, CNG, Propane.  Biodiesel or CNG for diesel powered units; E10 and E85 Ethanol for 
gasoline engines; CNG and Propane for gasoline engines.
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best practice...

Why Go Green?  Hamilton’s Green Fleet Plan

A municipal green fleet is an opportunity for a City to showcase its leadership in addressing 
economic and environmental concerns. The City of Hamilton’s green fleet plan provides an 
example of a green fleet plan in action and the benefits that accrue as a result. Like many 
municipalities, Hamilton’s fleet is a big budget item, and fuel is one of the single biggest 
variables in this budget. Many city councils have taken interest in how escalating energy costs 
and potential shortages will affect both urban and rural city management.  

In part to address rising fuel cost concerns as well as to demonstrate an increasing focus on 
health care, environment, and the City’s image, the City of Hamilton developed a green fleet 
plan. Through its Green Fleet plan, the City has taken concrete steps to minimize its fuel usage, 
use alternative vehicles, and introduce renewable fuels. By the end of September 2010, 
Hamilton operated 166 gas and diesel hybrid vehicles, was using 5% biodiesel for about 70% 
of the fleet, and had implemented an anti-idling policy. Results of green fleet activity to date 
include year-over-year fuel consumption improvements and GHG intensity improvements.  

The results:
Through planning and dedication Hamilton’s fleet achieved its goals and also achieved E3 
certification. Their results are encouraging and shed light on the benefits of green fleet activity. 
Results from Phase 1 of the Green Fleet Plan, 2006-2008 are shown below:

Action Target Results Actual Results

Increased use of hybrids 46 new vehicles 105 new vehicles

Hybrid GHG emissions Reduce 111 tonnes Reduced 210 tonnes

Use of biodiesel 21 million L at 10% 2.8 million L at 5%

Biodiesel GHG emissions Reduce 3,892 tonnes Reduced 336 tonnes

Overall, Hamilton’s green fleet plan is popular with council as well as voters, and sends a clear 
signal to the market that municipal fleet needs are changing as it makes specific and 
preferential reference to hybrid gas electric, biodiesel, and anti-idling opportunities. 

– City of Hamilton Municipal Fleet Manager, 2010
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2.3  Getting management buy-in & operationalizing a Green Fleet Plan28

Fleet managers across Canada are already producing extraordinary results through enacting 
green fleet plans.  Municipal fleet managers across Ontario can replicate and surpass these 
successes by actively engaging elected officials, management and employees in the design 
and implementation of a sustainable Green Fleet Plan.

This segment provides information and insight on how to enroll senior management in the 
successful development of a green fleet plan. Although fleet vehicles are essential to the 
provision of municipal services, fleet operations are not always well understood by elected 
officials and management. Building awareness of the extraordinary opportunity to reduce 
greenhouse gases while improving financial performance is an essential first step of any Green 
Fleet strategy.

Develop Awareness of the Need for Change

The first challenge facing fleet managers is to develop awareness of both the need for change 
in fleet operations and the benefits associated with these changes: for example, cost-savings, 
reduced GHG emissions, and municipal leadership.

For example, municipalities that experience frequent smog alerts understand the implications 
of poor air quality on the health of children and seniors, but the financial benefits associated 
with reduced emissions are at times less apparent. Some municipal vehicles can idle up to 
35-45% of their operating time and reduced idling (without consideration of reduced engine 
wear–and-tear and lower maintenance and repair costs) can provide impressive savings.  

For example, the City of Hamilton is realizing savings of $300,000 annually through reduced 
idling and estimates it can save $2-3 million annually through full compliance with its idling 
policy of limiting idling to three minutes per hour of operating time.29

Create a Clear and Shared Vision

Although many progressive municipalities have a vision statement which embeds 
environmental objectives, oftentimes supporting plans don’t consider the opportunity for more 
effective fleet management. It is important that elected officials and municipal managers 
understand that fleet operations can and must play a key role in any environmental 
stewardship program. 

This can be accomplished by creating a vision statement for fleet operations that supports the 
broader municipal vision. 
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28 Original content presented by D. Varaleau, Fleet Challenge Ontario.
29 As another item of interest, Fleet Challenge Ontario has installed an idle reduction system in a police car from the 
Windsor Police Department.  With the help and technical assistance of The University of Windsor and the Chrysler 
Canada Automotive Research and Development Centre (ARDC), the hybrid idle reduction system (HIRS) is being 
tested in controlled and real-world situations.  Although preliminary results are very encouraging, the official results 
will be released when the testing phases are complete.  The HIRS technology could eliminate unnecessary idling to 
reduce a possible 0.8 MT of GHGs annually. 
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An excellent example of such is the City of Hamilton which expressly states: 

“ The Green Fleet Implementation Plan is a strategy for action 
that makes progress towards achieving the VISION 2020 
goal of improving air quality to ensure the City has the best 
air quality of any major urban area in Ontario, and to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 20% from 1990 levels. ”

The City of Toronto’s green fleet plan states: 

“ The goal of the Green Fleet Plan 2008-2011 is to reduce 
fuel use, fuel costs and emissions of greenhouse gases 
and smog-causing air pollutants, and reduce the fleet’s 
environmental impact. ”

It is of note that as of 2011, the World Wildlife Fund has recognized Hamilton as one of the top 
ten cities in Canada working to mitigate the impacts of climate change. Transportation is 
included as a key metric in this evaluation.

Gain Management Commitment and Behaviour

When a municipality invests in a green fleet program, many organizations assume that the 
additional responsibility of greening the fleet can be added to the workload without additional 
staff. The most successful enterprises have assigned a skilled project manager to oversee the 
program until new programs are fully integrated within the municipality’s hiring and 
performance management systems.

Active management participation is also essential both to signal the importance of the Green 
Fleet program and to model the desired behavior to employees. Participation may take many 
forms, for example:

1. Encouraging employees by offering incentives can be a powerful management tool.  
Abbott is one of the leading health care companies in the world and when they 
implemented incentive based vehicle purchasing to their sales staff, about 20% chose 
more environmentally friendly options.30 

2. Management can also encourage drivers and operators to practice ecodriving.  
Ecodriving can have significant emission reductions without increasing capital cost or 
replacement costs. In 2008, Novo Nordisk trained more than 2,000 drivers to drive 
efficiently and in the first six months saw roughly $200,000 in total cost savings.
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Senior management and elected officials’ transportation habits (including both the size and use 
of their personal and business vehicle) also send an important signal to employees. Ensuring 
that it is the correct signal is an important part of a Green Fleet program.

Deep Engagement

Consulting with staff to address opportunities 
and constraints and including their perspectives 
in Green Fleet design and application will be 
critical to success.

➡ Department supervisors must 
understand the goals of a Green Fleet 
program and actively support improved 
fuel efficiency to ensure success. 
Accountability for driver performance 
must often be clarified before 
performance measures and reporting 
systems can be established.   
Continuous communication with 
department supervisors is also 
important to ensure that the installation 
of new technology do not disrupt work 
schedules more than is absolutely 
necessary.

➡ Environmental staff are not always 
familiar with fleet operations but are 
natural allies once they understand the 
opportunities available through a Green 
Fleet Plan. Regular communications 
with the environment department (when 
existing), and with councillors who 
champion green causes is an important 
part of a winning communications 
strategy.

➡ The installation and maintenance of new technology will require additional time and 
skills from maintenance personnel. There will also be challenges as new equipment is 
integrated across the fleet. A training program for maintenance workers and fleet 
operators is essential.

➡ Communications personnel can provide outstanding value to a Green Fleet program 
by designing a brand for the campaign, identifying key messages, organizing press 
releases and media, and assisting with design, implementation and/or applications to 
awards ceremonies as in the annual Green Fleet Expo.

➡ Training programs must be designed to address green driving practice and the 
effective use of new technology. Messages on idling, speeding, hard-braking and tire-
pressure are readily available through Natural Resources Canada’s Office of Energy 
Efficiency and through other organizations and should be communicated to drivers.  

did you know about...

Transportation and 
sustainable decision 
making

The leading and Canadian-
owned multiproduct 
insurance company, The Co-
Operators, applied a 
sustainable framework to 
their fleet vehicles to reduce 
emissions.  They set new fuel 
economy requirements for 
their fleet and gave drivers 
the option to choose hybrid 
vehicles.  Through these 
initiatives they increased 
average fuel economy by 
21.1% and decreased GHG 
emissions by 20.5%.
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In addition to this generic driver training information, customized programs must be 
developed to support newly installed technologies.

Create Clear Performance Measures and Tracking Progress

Performance measurement enables evaluating the progress of a program towards achieving 
defined goals and objectives. In doing so, measures can thus provide managers and 
stakeholders with an understanding of how value is created -- and at what cost. Data collection 
and evaluation is thus an integral component to any green fleet plan, regardless of the type or 
degree of technology that is employed to achieve goals.

A relatively small number of performance measures that are: (a) clearly linked to the program 
objectives, (b) focusing on the key performance issues, and are (c) timely, reliable, and easily 
relatable, can facilitate good outcomes.

There are several performance measures that can assist with the transition to improved fuel 
management. These include but are not limited to:

➡ Corporate Idling Policy: Approval of a corporate idling policy helps to raise 
awareness and support for improved fuel efficiency and is a good first step towards 
development of a performance management program.  

➡ Fuel Efficiency Baselines: The gathering and reporting of fuel efficiency baselines 
(and variances) is indispensable when measuring improvements and fuel savings, and 
invaluable for increasing awareness of current practice.

➡ Approval of Performance Targets: Once baseline data has been gathered and 
performance variances have been identified, each department can develop targets 
that reflect their specific operating conditions. Municipalities are advised to have a 
three to five year schedule of improvements that reflect increased awareness and 
commitment to fuel efficiency and reflect emerging opportunities as new technology 
is installed.  Municipalities may also benefit from external benchmarks available 
through the Canadian Association of Municipal Fleet Managers (CAMFM) and E3 
members.

➡ Reporting Program: While the gathering of information and progress reports are 
essential, clear accountability for fuel efficiency is essential before progress is 
assured. Ideally the finance department or Council will have fleet performance targets 
embedded as part of the municipality’s Climate Change and/or Sustainability program 
and goals. If such a program does not exist, fleet operations will benefit from 
reporting to as senior level as possible, and especially from involving a Councilor that 
is a strong champion of green initiatives.
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2.4  Closing thoughts

There is growing interest across North America to develop and deploy green fleet plans to 
demonstrate fleet leadership in areas of social, economic and environmental responsibility.  
Although no single definition of a green fleet exists, generally municipalities and organize focus 
on some form of efficiency gain so as to minimize or reduce fuel consumption.  

Many green fleet plans are in place or are developing in Ontario and in other jurisdictions 
around the world, and typically the most successful plans address some combination of 
organizational commitment as well as operational measures. Operational strategies can be 
quite diverse, but generally consider some combination of fleet and fuel management systems, 
preventative maintenance, ‘greener’ maintenance facilities, driver training, and consideration of 
alternative technologies and fuels.

Implementation of a strong change management program is essential to a successful Green 
Fleet program. This consideration will ensure that there is clear action towards a defined goal; 
that role models provide support for the program; that employees, managers and Council 
“own” the program; and that municipal systems are aligned and supportive of improved 
performance and lasting change. This systems approach to change must be supported by a 
project manager and accompanied by a suitable budget for success to be assured.
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best practice...
Executing a green fleet plan: perspectives from the 
City of Toronto

The City of Toronto has made a commitment to green its fleet and is currently implementing its 
Green Fleet Plan for 2008-2011. This is Toronto's second green fleet plan and builds on efforts 
that started in 2004. The Green Fleet Plan was approved in March 2008. Elements include:

Emission Reduction Targets:  Toronto's Fleet Services Division committed to meeting the 
emission reduction targets of the City as a whole. These targets include a 6% reduction from 
1990 levels (Kyoto Protocol targets) by 2012, 30% by 2020, and 80% by 2050. The targets also 
include a 20% reduction in locally generated smog pollutants from 2004 levels by 2012.

Vehicles:  The City of Toronto purchases fuel-efficient and right-sized vehicles as a standard 
practice. The City also committed to adding a minimum of 80 green vehicles in 2008, 100 in 
2009, 140 in 2010, and 200 in 2011 (and exceeded its targets for 2008 and 2009). Wherever 
possible, Toronto pilot tests promising green technology in order to promote sustainable 
transportation in Canada. New, green technologies in the fleet include plug-in electric cars, 
hybrid cube vans, hybrid aerial towers, hydraulic hybrid and natural gas garbage trucks and all-
electric ice resurfacers.

Alternative Fuels:  In an effort to reduce life cycle emissions of GHGs and smog pollutants, 
Toronto uses gasoline with 10% ethanol, biodiesel, natural gas, electricity and low-sulphur on-
road diesel fuel for off-road use.  A pilot project with hydrogen wrapped up in 2010. 

Sustainable choices:  To encourage fuel conservation and emission reductions in its own fleet, 
Toronto promotes a ten-second "Idle-Free" rule for City staff and offers Ecodriving training. To 
encourage other fleets in Canada to adopt sustainable practice, Toronto supports outreach 
events such as Fleet Challenge Ontario forums and workshops, and other leading edge fleet 
Associations. Toronto also co-hosts the Green Fleet Expo. In 2010, with funding from TAF, 
Toronto released a Green Vehicle Evaluation and Selection Tool (GVEST) which helps fleet 
managers compare green technologies based on emissions of GHGs and smog pollutants 
(lifecycle and tailpipe) and approximate lifetime cost.  The tool includes garbage trucks, cube 
vans and aerial towers, and is available free to fleet managers by contacting the City of Toronto.

Maintenance and management Practice:  Toronto is reducing the number of fuel sites it 
operates and upgrading remaining fuel sites to reduce costs and environmental risk.  Where 
possible, Toronto’s Fleet Services Division incorporates green practices at its maintenance 
facilities. Toronto also provides training for its mechanics to maintain and repair their hybrid 
vehicles and other green trucks in-house and keep up-to-date on the latest green technology.

Toronto is also incorporating biogas-capable garbage trucks that could run on the waste they 
collect. Methane and other gases released from the decomposition of organic material could be 
collected and converted to natural gas. In this way, Toronto could potentially create enough 
biogas to power their fleet of 300 waste trucks which would significantly lower their greenhouse 
gas emissions.

– City of Toronto Municipal Green Fleet Plan, 2010
Contact and information at www.toronto.ca/fleet
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SECTION 3.0  “Data is King” ...and 
critical to fleet efficiency

Given today’s variable fuel prices and the likelihood of continuing uncertainty in costs (Figure 
3.1), juxtaposed with the need to update and upgrade the approach to municipal fleet 
management, a great opportunity exists for the municipal fleet operator to seek out new 
efficiencies. Municipal fleet managers would be well served by careful review of their fuel 
expenditures, an asset management perspective of fleet operations and a clear mechanism or 
guidelines for reducing fleet fuel costs.

Figure 3.1: Six year average retail price trends of gasoline in Ontario, Canada.  The price of gasoline 
and the associated price of crude oil.  The volatility of prices facilitates the adoption of alternative fueled 
vehicles by fleets which, could prove to be more reliable in the future. http://gasbuddy.com

For example, in 2004 six municipal fleets in British Columbia participated in the initial 
development of the E3 fleet review tool (launched by the Fraser River Basin Council in 
collaboration with various private and public sector partners, including Fleet Challenge 
Ontario). This assessment used a number of fundamental fleet operational data points to 
provide valuable indicators of fleet performance, including baseline fuel consumption, 
operating cost information, and emissions projections. 

For one of the six fleets, a potential operating cost savings of over one million dollars annually 
was identified, illustrating that such analyses can identify potential fleet efficiencies that, in 
many cases, can save considerable expenditures in fleet operating and capital costs.  

The E3 program has expanded since its inception, and to date participating fleets across 
Canada number in the 100s from both the public and private sector. To date, Fleet Challenge 
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Ontario, which delivers the E3 program in Ontario, has analyzed nearly 40 Ontario municipal 
fleets including over 8,400 fleet vehicles, identified over $2M in annual fuel cost savings, and 
estimated 5,400 tonnes in savings of associated greenhouse gases per year. Similar fleet 
reviews have also been performed for the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and are 
underway for provincial agencies as in the Ontario Clean Water Agency.

Results from programs like E3 show the immediate opportunities inherent with implementing a 
modern, efficient vehicle fleet that maximizes cost savings, program operation, workplace 
quality, and environmental consideration. Comprehensive data management programs can 
establish the true cost of fleet operations as it relates to fuel consumption, and create 
benchmarks for comparison (i.e., vehicle to vehicle, municipality to municipality, Ministry to 
Ministry, etc.) to reveal opportunities for improving fuel /emissions performance, assessing 
sector-wide progress, and/or goal setting.  

Further, fuel data management should, wherever possible, be used to develop estimates of 
greenhouse gas emissions generated as a result of fleet operation and thereby enable tracking 
of reductions over time.

This section provides an overview of the E3 system to identify common aspects of effective 
fleet data management and important attributes to consider when designing and implementing 
data management systems.

3.1  Why focus on fleet data?

Municipalities in Canada have significant tangible capital assets.  With such value at one’s 
disposal, it would stand to reason that municipalities would place top priority on the proper 
management of their fleet assets.   

This said, findings to date in FCO’s work with select Ontario municipalities indicate that many 
municipalities do not always have easy access to their fleet data. At times, municipal fleet 
managers have to retrieve statistics from different electronic and non-electronic sources from 
various departments, and then centralize this information in a spreadsheet in order to provide a 
quantitative picture of fleet operation. This is indicative of the general lack of systematic and 
centralized data collection regarding municipal fleets, as many municipalities seem to manage 
their fleets on a day-to-day basis, reacting to emergencies as they arise without an analytical 
operating matrix.

Giving the fleet department the proper tools to manage their vehicles can provide immediate 
cost savings in areas such as repairs, maintenance, fuel costs, and downtime management.  
Centralized data gives the fleet manager the big picture of fleet operations and makes weak 
performance apparent and readily identifiable.  Underperforming areas can be assessed to 
develop viable solutions to increase efficiency and become more sustainable, thereby allowing 
fleet managers to prevent emergencies instead of reacting to them.  

Although centralized data is a powerful tool to manage fleets, data effectiveness is relative to 
the initial quality of the information in the database.  Proper estimates and consistent data 
acquisition (input) are key if the results and recommendations (output) generated by a fleet 
management database are to be accurate and useful.
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did you know about...

Applying E3 in Ontario; an update

As part of the Fleet Challenge Ontario program, municipal green fleet reviews are being applied 
to Ontario municipalities using the E3 evaluation framework.  Results to date for 30 of these 
participants have identified the following collective economic and environmental 
considerations:  

➡ Cumulative Annual Fuel Usage: 34,162,746 litres

➡ Potential fuel savings through fleet replacement with green vehicles: 2,192,729 litres

➡ Median Fuel Efficiency: 28.7 l/100 km  

➡ Cumulative Annual Cost of Downtime; $11,295,508

➡ Total Fuel Cost: $31,360,732

➡ Total Repair Cost: $30,337,640

➡ Total Preventive Maintenance Cost: $22,086,680

➡ Annual Total Cost for Repairs, Maintenance, Fuel, Capital & Downtime: $105,747,821

➡ Total Lifecycle GHG emissions: 115,889 CO2 eq. tonnes

– Fleet Challenge Ontario, 2010
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3.2  The E3 program and fleet software attributes

E3 is a tool that can assist fleet managers in optimizing fleet operation, reducing fuel costs, and 
improving environmental performance. E3 provides an integrated analysis and green rating 
system for fleets, which is modeled after LEED® for buildings.31 Where LEED® provides a 
complete framework for assessing building performance and meeting sustainability goals, E3, 
designed by and for fleet managers, recognizes fleets for greening in terms of bronze, silver 
and gold levels of recognition.

E3 begins where traditional fleet management – that of ‘seat of the pants’ management, which 
can involve best guess, little data, and big budgets – leaves off. The program processes data 
to provide a roadmap for more effective fleet management through objective evaluation, and 
providing support for fleet management decisions.

A basic E3 report provides information on fuel efficiency, GHG baselines, key performance 
indicators (KPIs), performance plans, and exception management.32 This latter is an especially 
important factor as it can provide a picture of the basic life cycle analysis of the fleet. 
Additional features include new tools, such as using a balanced scorecard as a business tool 
(which works like a KPI that is tied into performance contracting system for employees), as well 
as profit and loss forecasting.  

The types of inputs used in E3 can be applied to any type of fleet management data system, as 
FCO considers these to be the basic inputs needed to track and manage fleet assets.  
Although assembling data takes time and work, these basic inputs include: 

➡ Unit numbers

➡ Review period 

➡ Hours of potential use, cost per litre

➡ Internal cost of capital  

Additional operational inputs of use include information on: 

➡ Vehicle category

➡ Type and quantity of fuel used

➡ Engine hours operated
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➡ Vehicle kilometres traveled (tracking engine hours, although not always a common 
practice, is a best practice especially considering the intensity of urban duty cycles)

Other important inputs can be used to derive a unit asset profile through using information on:

➡ Vehicle make/model/yr

➡ Leased/owned

➡ Lease payments

➡ Planned life cycle

➡ Acquisition date

➡ Replacement vehicle

Lastly, a unit asset management profile can be developed, through including information on:

➡ Downtime

➡ Preventative maintenance costs

➡ Repair costs

➡ Fuel costs/revenue 

Although many fleets do not track downtime, it is suggested that this is an extremely important 
factor to consider in optimizing operations. For example, application of E3 to 12 municipalities 
in Ontario identified over $15M in downtime costs for these fleets alone. Further, it is 
recommended that preventative maintenance and repair costs be tracked separately whenever 
possible.  

As E3 grows across Canada and membership and data increases, municipal fleet participants 
are now able to compare themselves directly with the efforts of their peers in optimizing fleet 
operation. Through the Fleet Review Program, FCO has already been able to identify several 
trends in participating municipal fleets and has developed a peer-benchmarking database. Key 
performance indicators of note include the variation between urban and rural municipalities and 
between fleets of comparable size and geographical distribution. The most noticeable 
differences between municipalities include utilization per vehicle, GHG emissions, repair and 
preventative maintenance costs, fuel usage, and downtime (Figure 3.2).  

Although there are general recommendations provided to participants, FCO recognizes the 
unique operating characteristics of every fleet and provides a catered report including specific 
recommendations for every completed Fleet Review.
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Figure 3.2: Direct comparison of potential GHG reductions if old units are replaced with best-in-
class (BIC).  The BIC emission reductions (left) and annual fuel usage (right) over several municipalities.  
The information was gathered through the Fleet Review Program and helps fleet managers to assess 
their fleet’s performance compared to other municipalities. 

3.3  Closing thoughts

A well-configured fleet data management system is an important asset to a green fleet as it 
provides a tool to evaluate and identify areas for improving efficiencies (and can save as much 
as 20% of annual operating budget, if not more). Although E3 offers one common framework 
that has been employed to a fairly considerable degree across Canada, there are many 
available frameworks for effective fleet management.

Fleet managers would do well to consider the current status of their fleet data and consider 
implementing means to systemize and expand this aspect of a fleet’s operation. In many 
instances, a robust fleet data management system can do much to help support capital 
investment decisions and pinpoint longer-term strategic opportunities for the fleet. 
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case study...

Richmond Hill and the E3 Fleet Review program

The Town of Richmond Hill recently participated in the Fleet Review Program offered by FCO.  
Their goal was to develop best practice, contribute to a green fleet strategy, gauge 
accountability, manage their assets, and provide support for their capital plan.  

After receiving their results, the Richmond Hill fleet services department was able to identify 
several key performance indicators (KPI) to benchmark against the pool of municipalities in the 
Fleet Review database. The comparison identified performance indicators that were above and 
below average:

KPI Richmond Hill Ontario E3 Municipalities

Median fuel efficiency
(L/100km)

22 29.9

Fleet GHG intensity 
(tailpipe kg/km)

0.68 0.83

Fleet availability (%) 99.3 97

Maintenance ratio 
(PM:reactive)

0.5 0.45

Population:vehicle 1214 909

The E3 Fleet Review program gives municipalities the opportunity to support their own green 
fleet plans, discover their own performance compared to other E3 municipalities, and benefit 
from third party non-biased data analysis.  

– Town of Richmond Hill municipal Fleet Manager, 2010
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SECTION 4.0  Trends in hybrid and 
electric vehicles

Fleets can provide insightful data and experience that drive the development of technology and 
efficient designs that work in the real world. This trend is playing out with the uptake of hybrids 
and reintroduction of electric vehicles in particular. Across Canada many public and private 
sector fleets have had hybrids as part of their fleet for several years and increasingly are 
adopting electric vehicles - this leadership and support has helped to accelerate market 
acceptance of these technologies.

This means that municipal fleets in particular act as de facto “technology incubators” for new 
vehicle technologies, as oftentimes their feedback and experiences help identify 
improvements, provide important information on what other operators need to consider in the 
field, and bolster consumer confidence.

did you know about...

Meeting public perceptions

Although hybrid vehicles have become more popular and reliable over the past decade and 
are increasingly trusted to be an important of a fleet, light duty passenger hybrid cars and 
trucks still only account for approximately three percent of sales.  Since 2005, hybrids have 
become several orders of magnitude more reliable than their first generation cousins.  Many 
manufacturers now offer eight year or 160,000 kilometre warranties on their vehicles. 

Consumers to date have not demonstrated a willingness to pay the large capital cost of a 
hybrid vehicle. In North America, consumers at times ignore cost analyses of annual 
operating costs and payback periods before purchasing a vehicle. For hybrids these can 
oftentimes be surprisingly attractive, depending on driving needs and behaviour.  

Consumers need to realize that hybrid vehicles are as reliable, usable, and in many cases 
may better meet the needs of drivers without significantly higher costs. 
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4.1  Industry developments in hybrid vehicles

Hybrid vehicles integrate an internal combustion engine, an electric motor, a generator, and a 
battery pack - these components can be combined in different ways to maximize performance 
and efficiency.  Vehicles get their power from two power sources: either through the internal 
combustion engine which is fueled by gasoline, diesel, or a biofuel, or via the electric motor 
and batteries. The batteries obtain power while the vehicle is being driven. Plug-in hybrid 
vehicles have the additional ability to recharge the batteries by plugging into the grid.33

There are two major types of hybrid drive trains: the parallel hybrid power train and the series 
parallel hybrid power train (further described in Figure 4.1). In a parallel hybrid, the ratio of 
power from the electric motor and ICE is controlled by clutches which engage the 
transmission, whereas in a series parallel hybrid it is the power splitter that controls the ratio 
between motors. This latter is the most popular system on the market and allows for better fuel 
economy than other designs.

Figure 4.1: Comparing hybrid systems: a quick overview

A major technological advancement in hybrid technology is the idle-stop, or idle-reduction, 
component which means that when a vehicle comes to a stop, the engine will turn off, 
conserving fuel and also reducing emissions. The best example of idle-stop technology is 
Hitachi’s Belt Alternator System (BAS). The BAS has a starter generator that looks like a 
conventional alternator and runs on the serpentine engine belt.  Although it only generates 

The Parallel Hybrid System is the most simple hybrid 
power train on the market.  The system is designed by 
placing an electric motor between the internal combustion 
engine and the transmission.  The benefits of this type of 
system are cost reduction and improved vehicle efficiency.  
Honda utilizes a parallel hybrid system called the 
Integrated Motor Assist (IMA) in its Insight model.   

The Series Parallel Hybrid power train is the 
most popular system on the market.  Driving the 
wheels by either electrical or mechanical force, 
the system allows for better fuel economy than 
the parallel hybrid but it is also significantly more 
expensive.  Nissan utilize a series hybrid system 
in their Altima model.  
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approximately four horsepower, this is augmented through the belt system to reach about 12 
horsepower.34

Other technological improvements proving beneficial to reducing emissions are turbo charging 
and feedback systems.  Turbo charging the vehicle reduces CO2 emissions dramatically, while 
electronic feedback systems help drivers establish good driving habits and achieve improved 
average fuel economy.

In addition to further refining hybrid technologies, manufacturers are beginning to develop 
diverse lines of hybrid vehicles for users ranging from fleet managers to individual citizens. The 
daily needs of city drivers are similar in that the ‘average’ driver will have an approximate daily 
commute of 60 kilometers and vehicles are mostly driven on city streets (i.e. no highway 
driving). Chevrolet’s Volt, for example, is designed to fill the plug-in hybrid niche based on this 
very usage pattern. 

Although the Volt could become very popular and sell in large numbers, Toyota’s line up 
currently continues to hold the market majority in hybrid sales in the US (Figure 4.2). The 
majority of OEMs are concerned about the market niche that hybrids occupy as these vehicles 
still account for a very small portion of the overall market.

Figure 4.2: Percentage of hybrid sales in the US as of November 2009.  Manufacturers are becoming 
more aware of the demand and need for hybrids on the automotive market however Toyota is currently the 
only manufacturer with high investment and relative success in hybrid sales.

Experts have suggested that policy instruments to address risk and profitability would 
encourage OEMs to dedicate more resources into hybrid technologies (Figure 4.3). Others 
consider that market demand could also increase as these vehicles gain further traction with 
consumers.  
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Figure 4.3: Potential legislative restrictions enforced upon car manufacturers.  Potential legislative 
restrictions will require automobile manufacturers to produce highly efficient vehicles for the market.  
California has already begun to lay out fuel efficiency restrictions and federal CAFE standards, if enforced, 
could impose a fuel efficiency standard of 7.5 L / 100 km on cars and light trucks by 2015.

Additional developments show activity underway among insurers, in particular announcements 
about insurance discounts for hybrid drivers. This suggests that as insurers and the public 
learn more about about hybrids more activity and associated savings will transpire.

4.2  Computing power and partnerships

Communication software and computing are powerful tools increasingly employed in modern 
vehicles. These technologies are particularly applicable to hybrid vehicles as these vehicles 
require complex operations and consistent feedback to operate properly. Battery loads, high 
voltage wiring and electric motors are but a few examples of the variety of operations that 
onboard computers need to manage.  

Hybrids have spurred an increase in electrical components that are new to the automotive 
sector, resulting in unprecedented collaborations between automobile producers and electronic 
companies (Table 4.1).  Joining two experts in respective fields to yield one highly advanced 
product not only helps the price of hybrids to narrow in on the price of conventional vehicles, 
but also creates significant opportunities for step changes in technology innovation.

Table 4.1: Major automotive and electronic company partnerships to develop hybrid and electric 
vehicles

Year Automotive Company Electronic Company

2000 Toyota Panasonic

2007 General Motors A123 & LG Chem

2008 Ford Johnson Controls - SAFT

2008 Honda GS Yuasa
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4.3  Aspects of hybrid maintenance35

Although hybrids are becoming increasingly prevalent in today’s municipal fleets, fleet 
operators and technicians have yet to accrue the same experiential knowledge associated with 
more familiar traditional vehicles. Municipal hybrid operators in Canada are learning about 
hybrids “on the fly”, so to speak, and the experiences of leading adopters in this area can 
provide helpful information for other municipalities wishing to embark on this pathway.

The City of Toronto is arguably one of the leading municipal fleets in hybrid uptake in Ontario.  
In 2008, FCO featured a presentation from the City of Toronto technical trainer, who offered 
salient technical requirements on hybrid maintenance based on the City’s experience with 
these vehicles at that time (summarized in Table 4.2, however notably newer models will have 
likely different requirements).

Table 4.2: City of Toronto’s experience with hybrid vehicles; descriptions & technical requirements

Vehicle Identified Service Requirements

2000-2006 Honda Insight Hybrid

The Insight has a 3 cylinder, 1.0 litre 
engine that works in parallel with a 10kW 
AC synchronous motor.  The AC motor 
and inverter are air cooled.  

Every 6,000 Km Oil change (0W-20 oil Honda)
Every 24,000 Km front and rear brake inspection/service 
(the Insight has been able to get 80,000 Km on the front 
and 160,000 Km on the rear due to regenerative braking) 
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check, Transmission fluid service, Honda M-MTF for 
manuals, A-ATF-21 for automatics 
Every 72,000 Km/3 Years engine coolant 
Every 170,000 Km spark plugs and valve adjust 

2003-2005 Honda Civic Hybrid Gen 1

The Civic has a 4 cylinder, 1.3 litre 
engine that works in parallel with a 10kW 
AC synchronous motor.  The AC motor 
and inverter are air cooled.  

Every 6,000 Km Oil change (0W-20 oil Honda)
Every 24,000 Km Front and rear brake inspection/service 
(the Civic has been able to get extended brake life on the 
front as well as the rear due to the regenerative braking) 
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check, Transmission fluid service, A-ATF-21 for the CVT 
automatics 
Every 72,000 Km/3 Years engine coolant 
Every 180,000 Km spark plugs and valve adjust

2006>Up Honda Civic Hybrid Gen 2

The Civic has a 4 cylinder, 1.3 litre 
engine that works in parallel with a 15kW 
AC synchronous motor.  The AC motor 
and inverter are air cooled.

Every 6,000 Km Oil change (0W-20 oil Honda)
Every 24,000 Km Front and rear brake inspection/service 
(the Civic has been able to get extended brake life on the 
front as well as the rear due to the regenerative braking) 
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check, transmission fluid service, A-ATF-21 for the CVT 
automatics 
Every 72,000 Km/3 Years engine coolant 
Every 180,000 Km spark plugs and valve adjust 
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2001-2003 Toyota Prius Hybrids Gen 1

The Prius has a 4 cylinder, 1.5 litre 
engine that works in series- parallel with 
a 33kW traction motor and a secondary 
motor generator.  Both are AC 
synchronous motors, and the AC motor 
and inverter electronics are liquid cooled 
with a dedicated system.

Every 12,000 Km Oil change 5W-30 oil 
Every 24,000 Km Front and rear brake inspection/service, 
the Prius has been able to get extended brake life on the 
front as well as the rear due to the regenerative braking 
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check, replace inverter coolant you need to use factory 
procedures 
Every 95,000 Km/3 Years transaxle fluid Toyota type T-IV  
Every 145,000 Km spark plugs  

2004-up Toyota Prius Hybrids Gen 2

The Prius has a 4 cylinder, 1.5 litre 
engine that works in series- parallel with 
a 50kW traction motor and a secondary 
motor generator.  Both are AC 
synchronous motors, and the AC motor 
and inverter electronics are liquid cooled 
with a dedicated system.

Every 8,000 Km Oil change 5W-30 oil 
Every 24,000 Km Front and rear brake inspection/service 
(the Prius has been able to get extended brake life on the 
front as well as the rear due to the regenerative braking) 
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check, replace inverter coolant you need to use factory 
procedures 
Every 95,000 Km/3 Years transaxle fluid Toyota type T-IV  
Every 145,000 Km spark plugs  

2005-up Ford Escape Hybrid 

The Escape has a 4 cylinder, 2.3 litre 
engine that works in series-parallel with 
a 65kW traction motor and a secondary 
motor generator.  Both are AC 
synchronous motors, and the AC motor 
and inverter electronics are liquid cooled 
with a dedicated system.

Before 16,000 Km Oil change 5W-20 oil
Every 24,000 Km/1 year Front and rear brake inspection/
service (the Escape is a heavier vehicle but it is expected to 
have extended brake life on the front as well as the rear due 
to the regenerative braking )
Every 48,000 Km/2 Years Air filter change, A/C belt tension 
check 
Every 95,000 Km/3 Years transaxle fluid Toyota type T-IV  
Every 160,000 Km spark plugs, engine & inverter coolant  

2004-05 GM Parallel Hybrid Truck (idle 
stop)

The Silverado/Sierra has a V8, 5.3 litre 
engine that works in parallel with a 14kW 
starter/generator AC synchronous motor.  
The AC inverter electronics are liquid 
cooled with a dedicated system.

Truck has oil life service system, but twice a year is good   
Every 6 months front and rear brake inspection/service (the 
GM is a heavier vehicle but is expected to have extended 
brake life on the front as well as the rear due to the 
regenerative braking) 
Every 24,000 Km/1 Year Air filter 
Every 80,000 Km transmission fluid at minimum
Every 160,000 Km spark plugs
Every 240,000 Km engine and inverter coolant  

2007 Saturn VUE BAS Hybrid 

The Saturn VUE has a 4 cylinder, 2.4 litre 
engine that works with a belt driven 
starter/generator.

VUE has oil life service system, but every 5,000Km is good   
Every 6 months front and rear brake inspection/service
Every 24,000 Km/1 Year Air filter 
Every 80,000 Km transmission fluid at minimum
Every 160,000 Km spark plugs
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Other important elements to consider in hybrid maintenance that were identified at the time 
included:

➡ Training: Use of a trainer for basic and advanced training on the servicing of the 
hybrid units.

➡ Gloves and Safety:  Purchase of a number of different sizes of class “0” gloves for 
the staff if they have to work on the high voltage system.  As the staff could be 
working on systems running from 42v to over 300v, class “00” are just over the max 
voltage rating.  It is suggested to err on the safe side with class “0”.  Safety glasses 
should be worn at all times when working with batteries.

➡ Batteries: All 12v batteries inside the passenger compartment are of the “absorbent 
glass mat” type and require a different battery charger.  This means these batteries 
cannot be charged at the same rate as the lead acid batteries and amperage must be 
under three amps.

➡ Keys: Keys must be out of car/truck when being maintained or serviced.  Notably, 
usage of the Toyota vehicles, depending on the option, should require that the key be 
30 feet from the car otherwise power up could occur (for the most part technicians 
should not have to work on a hybrid system given the long warranties, but it is 
important to be prepared).
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did you know about...

Project Innovation Technology: “Proving technology so 
you don’t have to”

Project Innovation Transport (PIT) brings together fleets and stakeholders interested in reducing 
costs and emissions by deploying projects to test new technologies.

In 2009, PIT’s Energotest tested 59 different technologies and protocols over a period of 12 
days with 14 fleets.  The tests included technologies such as hydrogen fuel injection, 18 
wheeler side wind deflection skirts, fuel additives, and more.  The objective of these tests was 
to take the guesswork out of new technology adaptation and provide fleet managers with real 
life data that they could implement in their own fleets. 

PIT considers that its approach to practical application is helpful because all impacted 
stakeholders are involved when the technology or operations are tested and/or proven (i.e., 
driver, mechanic, manager, etc.).  Conducting tests on actual vehicles in the field and under 
normal conditions means that results are applicable and the best technologies can be clearly 
identified.  

PIT’s efforts help to spread tested and proven technology that saves a fleet manager time and 
resources. PIT’s focus is on implementation and specifically relate to:

1. Energy Efficiency

2. Vehicle Dynamics

3. Transportation Logistics

4. Fleet Efficiency Assessments

5. In-vehicle Intelligent Transportation Systems

6. Design, Construction and Maintenance of Low-Volume Roads

7. Optimization of the Road-Vehicle Interface

8. Training 

Public and private fleets across Canada are welcome to participate.

– Project Innovation Technology, 2010. http://www.feric.ca
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case study...

The Toyota Prius

Hybrid vehicles have become far more efficient and reliable over the past decade.  Mechanical 
components are smaller and lighter, battery systems can retain and deliver more electrical 
power and these advancements are reinforced by market demand.  

The following information is a direct comparison between the first generation Prius and the 
2009/2010 Prius:

2001 Toyota Prius 2009/2010 Toyota Prius

5.8 l / 100 km & 0-100 km/h in 13 sec
30 kW (40 hp) traction motor
Approximately 30,000 sold

4.7 l / 100 km & 0-100 km/h in 10 sec
60 kW (80 hp) traction motor
(2009) Approximately 350,000 sold

Pictured above is a comparison of the 2009 Toyota Prius electric motor (left) and the 2010 
Toyota Prius electric motor (right).  The updated version on the right uses less materials in its 
production, is smaller in terms of overall size, and still generates more power than the older 
version on the left.  

Although these aspects demonstrate substantial advancements in weight loss and increased 
efficiency there remains opportunity for even more improvements.
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4.4  The Electric Vehicle

Electric vehicles typically charge from conventional power outlets or dedicated charging 
stations. These vehicles can use electricity from a wide range of sources to drive the electric or 
traction motor for propulsion, which is transmitted through direct connection or other means. 
The electricity is stored on board using a battery, flywheel or super-capacitors. 

Aside from the opportunity to charge the vehicle from renewable sources of electricity (i.e., 
wind, solar, biomass), the batteries, capacitors and flywheel energy storage enable 
rechargeable onboard energy storage. This offers an improvement on energy conversion 
efficiency as an intermediate mechanical step is avoided. Further, the cost of recharging 
(refueling) the vehicle can be extremely low depending on regional electricity rates - in some 
parts of Canada it is estimated this will cost approximately $ 0.01 per kilometer.

The first modern battery electric car produced by a major OEM was the Nissan Leaf, which 
debuted in December 2010. The Mitsubishi i MiEV for the general public also debuted in 2010. 
The Chevrolet Volt is expected in select Canadian markets in 2012. Other major auto 
companies have electric cars in development and various nations around the world are building 
pilot networks of charging stations.

did you know about...

The electric car: a brief history

The electric car has been around since the mid-19th and early 20th centuries.  In the past, 
electric cars were marketed to doctors who needed to speed away quickly and women 
because they were easier to use and less dangerous, as opposed to gasoline-powered cars 
which at the time required hand cranks to start the engine.

In 1912, Cadillac introduced the electric start motor and marketed “The car that has no 
crank”.  This technological advancement eliminated difficult start ups and helped the 
internal combustion engine (ICE) to become the dominant technology for automobile 
transportation.
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4.5  Battery improvements and electrification

Electric vehicles pose technical challenges orders of magnitude larger than those existing for 
hybrid electric vehicles.  The principal dilemma facing EV production currently is the demand 
for range - this is constrained by the size and capacity of the vehicle battery and further 
complicated by the lack of comprehensive charging infrastructure (see Section 4.6).  

Technologies are evolving to help improve the energy density of batteries, with particular focus 
on lithium ion batteries (Figure 4.4). Although lithium ion offer opportunities for improvement, 
the price must be competitive and affordable in order to realistically compete with conventional 
vehicle propulsion technology - battery costs currently are the most expensive component for 
EVs.  Lithium battery chemistry will vary as well, in that particular configurations will influence 
range, and others, power. Extending battery life is also a key area of research.

 

Figure 4.4: Energy density of varying battery chemistries and liquid fuels.  The relative energy 
densities of varying battery chemistries (bottom left) and liquid fuels (top right).  N.B – the large 
volumetric energy density difference between liquid fuels and batteries which ensured the proliferation of 
ICE vehicles throughout the 20th century.  Although liquid fuels are higher in energy density, depleted 
resources and the subsequent rise in oil prices are making electric vehicles an attractive alternative for 
the 21st century.

To date battery technology is advancing at an extraordinary pace and electric vehicle range is 
improving constantly. Hybrid and electric vehicles are also improving in their mechanical and 
electrical components, leading to better fuel efficiency and energy management for all of these 
options (Table 4.3).  Depending on the vehicle configuration, fuel economy can be improved 
from three to as much as 80% over conventionally-fueled vehicles. 
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Table 4.3: Comparison of six types of hybrid/electric vehicle configurations.  Comparison of six 
types of hybrid/electric vehicle configurations (vertical column, left) and the five capabilities (horizontal 
column, top) associated with the configuration.  Improved fuel economy is presented in terms of 
percentage to demonstrate the increased fuel economy of hybrid vehicles.  Fuel economy improvements 
could help fleet managers save money at the fuel pumps.

Engine 
start-stop

Engine assist 
(downsizing)

Regen. 
braking

Electric 
launch

All-electric 
drive

Liquid fuel 
economy

Micro-hybrid 
(14V)

Yes
(> 0.3 sec)

Minimal
(< 3 kW)

Minimal
(< 3 kW)

No No + 3 – 6 %

Mild hybrid 
(42V)

Yes Modest
(< 9 kW)

Modest
(< 9 kW)

No No + 8 – 12%

Medium hybrid 
(100+ V)

Yes Yes Yes No No + 40%

Full hybrid 
(300V)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes + 55%

Plug-in hybrid 
(blended full)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes + 80%

Battery electric 
vehicle

N/A N/A Yes Yes Yes N/A

 

4.6  Charging infrastructure

Electric vehicle charging infrastructure will require consideration of and collaboration with the 
building and electricity side of a municipality’s operations. With conventional vehicles, drivers 
are used to spending minutes filling fuel tanks and have access to widespread fueling 
infrastructure across Canada. Conversely, EV recharging can run from four to eight hours to 
achieve a full charge and charging station infrastructure is in its infancy.36 

The infrastructure required to support a network of electric vehicles is a subject of debate.  To 
date there is little certainty about the best combination of charging stations, whether charging 
should be slow or fast, and what implications such vehicles will have for the grid, among other 
factors. More research is needed to finalize a precise deployment plan. Many countries, 
including Canada, are exploring the feasibility of electric vehicle penetration into the public, 
private and government sectors and have begun to encourage the deployment of enabling 
infrastructure for this eventuality.  

Pollution Probe, together with the City of Toronto and Toronto Hydro Electric Services, has 
authored a comprehensive report that examines several electrification scenarios for the City of 
Toronto.  This thorough report considers various levels of uptake and the concomitant grid 
requirements needed to support deployment – the full document can be accessed at the 
Pollution Probe website: “Unlocking the Electric Mobility Potential of Toronto: Moving Toward 
an Electric Mobility Master Plan for the City”.
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4.7  Pilot projects and market demands

The Toronto Atmospheric Fund (TAF) has recently received the results of two pilot projects; the 
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle Pilot Project and the Hybrid Taxi Pilot Project. These pilot 
projects shed light on issues such as driving style, charging routine, temperature fluctuations, 
and life costing models for hybrid vehicles and their effect on the overall efficiency of test 
vehicles. The complete results are accessible through the TAF website (www.toronto.ca/taf).

The information collected from these and other pilot projects can help inform the public about 
the benefits of alternative sources of transportation and identify the most appropriate 
technologies for widespread uptake. Such projects show commitment and build awareness, 
and for electrification in particular, help address concerns about vehicle range and deployment. 
Best practices can be used to help inform other municipalities and governments about the best 
possible infrastructure and vehicle options for their respective regions.

For example, for Toronto it has been suggested that the City may not be able to meet their 
targeted CO2 emissions reduction without electrification, one component of which is fleet 
vehicle electrification. This means that citizens in the GTA and Toronto represent a large market 
that could utilize electric vehicles to accommodate their commuting requirements. 
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did you know about...

The electric vehicle: shedding excess weight

An EV has many environmental advantages due to zero tailpipe emissions and reduced fuel 
consumption.  

The following demonstrates the conventional automobile components that are unnecessary in 
electric vehicles, which also reduces resource consumption by automobile manufacturers:

➡ Gas tank

➡ Internal combustion engine

➡ Engine transmission	

➡ Muffler

➡ Fuel reformer

➡ Water cooling system	 	

➡ Oil pan

➡ Fuel Injection system

➡ Catalytic converter

➡ Various auxiliary systems 	

These components account for a large amount of material mining and refinement that also 
contribute to CO2 emissions. 
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4.8  Transition to carbon neutral transportation

Fleets can play a significant role in the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions.  Emissions are 
a factor of kilometers travelled, the efficiency of each vehicle, and the type of fuel used to 
power the vehicles. All factors must be considered when evaluating the environmental 
friendliness and carbon neutrality of a set of vehicles or fleet.  

Electrification in terms of fleet management must have proper operational best practices set 
out before considering a transitional move towards electrification. There is large potential for 
electrification in fleet services if the proper policies and technologies are made available, 
especially with respect to batteries.  Electric vehicles can compete financially with traditional 
vehicles if incentives are offered that could bring the capital and operational costs down, and if 
drivers are assured of reliability. 

As with hybrids, electric vehicles need to be understood by the general public to enable greater 
market penetration. The transition to electrification is a difficult and significant adjustment for 
an uninformed buyer. Incentives could help to reduce consumer hesitation but they must be 
properly bundled to appeal to a new buyer (Table 4.4).

Table 4.4: Price comparison between an internal combustion vehicle, EV, and EV with incentives.
If incentives are included in the purchase of a battery electric vehicle, it can compete in terms of price 
with conventional vehicles.

Technology Internal Combustion Battery Electric (BE) BE and Incentives

Price ($CDN) $30,341.00 $41,021.00 $31,021.00

km/year 25,000 25,000 25,000

Cost of Energy/km ($/km) $1.00 $0.11 $0.11

Total Cost ($CDN) $37,645.00 $41,045.00 $31,045.00
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4.9  Closing thoughts

Hybrid vehicles have been part of many municipal fleets for years - this technology is well-
understood and technical developments continue to advance both the efficiency and the cost-
savings gained through their use. For fleet managers, electrification still poses many 
challenges. Electrification is not cheap nor can it be quickly adopted. Aspects such as 
operating strategy, range, utility, reliability, and performance must be satisfactorily addressed if 
EVs are to secure sustainable market share.

Emissions are always a function of kilometers travelled, number of vehicles, the efficiency of 
vehicles and the type of fuel employed. This means that carbon neutrality can be approached 
through a variety of ways, including and in addition to the use of technologies such as hybrids 
and electric vehicles. In most cases, there are no silver bullets and situation dependent 
solutions are the best way to move forward when it comes to meeting both economic and 
environmental objectives for the fleet.  

As the opportunities for hybrids and electric vehicles become more robust, it will be important 
to begin planning for how the fleet (and municipality) can start to prepare for changes to its 
traditional transportation infrastructure -  this type of planning will provide regions with the 
broadest possible set of options for the future.
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best practices...

EV300: project description

EV300 is a TAF-run initiative to deploy 300 electric vehicles in the GTA by 2011. The initiative 
has five main activities:

1. Convening the EV300 ‘buyers club’

2. Technical support and third-party monitoring and evaluation

3. Assessment of EV-grid interconnection and life cycle GHG emissions benefits of 
deployment

4. Establishment of EV-friendly policies, particularly at the municipal level

5. Public education by communicating best practices and knowledge outcomes gained by 
EV300 partners to key stakeholders

The team involved with EV300 includes fleet partners, strategic partners, and project partners.  
Fleet partners identify which technology to test and subsequently which to adopt.  Strategic 
partners (i.e., OEMs) focus on the strategic decisions to be developed. Project partners focus 
on technical problems encountered during testing and implementation. 

TAF is managing the EV300 initiative through grants and finance, direct program delivery, 
market transformation strategies, direct links and contacts with municipal and provincial 
partners. Fleet Challenge Ontario is a major partner that is assisting fleets coordinate 
purchases and stay informed.

Fleet managers can get involved by committing to joining a buyer’s club, sharing in-service 
performance statistics, and using a third party monitoring and evaluation strategy.   

Similar initiatives can be adopted by other municipalities across Ontario and clearly indicate to 
OEMs that fleets in Ontario will utilize and promote electric vehicles and their benefits. 

- Toronto Atmospheric Fund, 2010.
www.fleetwise.ca      
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case studies...

E-LAAD

A group of eight Dutch utilities have come together to support the development of electric 
vehicles and infrastructure by funding 10,000 charging stations to be installed by 2012 (€25 M). 
Consumers can apply to have a charging station built in front of their homes (8,000 units) and 
municipalities can apply to have these built in their neighbourhoods.  

The stations cost from €7,000 – €11,000 but each is capable of being upgraded and is 
interoperable, giving them good life spans and potentially long usage.  

– Find out more at: http://e-laad.nl

Autolib

Autolib is a car-sharing scheme designed by the French to be implemented in Paris. It is a non-
traditional car-sharing program that allows one-way trips, and walk-up use in addition to 
standard reservations. 

The plan is to purchase 3,000 full size sedans and place them in 1,000 strategic locations in 
Paris and 30 surrounding locations.  Also, 4,000 charging stations are to be built in Paris. The 
list of candidates is to be set by Autumn 2011.

Membership would cost users €15-20 per month plus €5 per half-hour of use.

– Find out more at: http://autolib.fr
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SECTION 5.0  Renewable fuels 

Many municipal fleet operators face challenges in accurately forecasting fuel cost requirements 
for their budget years. Allotments for fuel can at times be spent at a very high rate and can 
result in operating budget shortfalls. In a typical vehicle fleet operation, fuel is the highest cost 
item after labour to the point where municipal sources have indicated that the rising cost of fuel 
is impacting the ability to meet responsibilities effectively. 

The decision to reduce the use of traditional fuels and/or explore the use of alternate fuels to 
conserve costs and mitigate environmental impact is a good one. Improving vehicle fuel 
efficiency and reducing overall fuel consumption remain the best options for effecting 
immediate environmental gains and cost-savings. Anti-idling policies, for example, provide a 
simple means to reduce fuel consumption and contribute directly to bottom-line fuel savings.  

Alternative fuels include as biodiesel, ethanol, natural gas and propane, among other options. 
Although initial upfront costs exist, alternate fuels can enable life-cycle cost savings for fleets.  
For example, although the use of compressed natural gas requires vehicle conversions and the 
upfront installation of fueling devices at facilities, the overall capital expense can be recovered 
through savings in fuel costs and operations.  

This section contains information on opportunities for alternative fuels in municipal fleet 
operations, focusing on biodiesel and ethanol.

5.1  Biodiesel

Biodiesel is a non-toxic and biodegradable fuel produced through a process called 
transesterification. Sources for biodiesel include vegetable oils, algae oil, waste cooking oil, 
animal fats or tall oil. 

Biodiesel can be used as a pure fuel or blended with petroleum diesel in any percentage and 
requires little no engine modification.  B20 for example, which is a blend of 20 percent 
biodiesel with 80 percent conventional diesel, has demonstrated significant environmental 
benefits with a minimal increase in cost for fleet operations and other diesel applications. 

Biodiesel has been used in both on-road and off-road applications in Canada for some time.  
The Carmeuse Lime Mine Company utilizes B99 in its underground mining equipment.  
Carmeuse uses approximately one million gallons of biodiesel annually which provides 
significant emission reductions and contributes to a safer work environment for its staff.37 The 
Toronto Region and Conservation Authority now utilize biodiesel in their all terrain vehicles to 
reduce emissions and increase their median fuel efficiency.  
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Many other organizations in Ontario have used or currently use biodiesel successfully in their 
operations, including the Toronto Transit Commission, the City of Hamilton, Toronto Hydro 
Electric Services, and others.38

Biodiesel Benefits

Biodiesel is one of the most cost effective options to reduce harmful greenhouse gases derived 
from engine operation.  Incorporating biodiesel in a fleet allows fleet managers to:

➡ Reduce exhaust emissions

➡ Increase the lubricity of the fuel, which is important when using Ultra Low Sulphur 
Diesel Fuels

➡ Increase the life-cycle of fuel system components such as pumps and injectors

Compared to diesel, biodiesel contains higher concentrations of performance enhancing 
components (such as cetane which improves functionality and reduces engine noise). Lubricity 
is also increased, which lengthens injector life and reduces the cycle of oil changes.

Using biodiesel has the ability to reduce fleet costs by reducing maintenance cycles and fuel 
budgets.  The utilization of biodiesel also reduces noxious greenhouse gases and improves air 
quality (Figure 5.1).      

Figure 5.1: Average emission impact of biodiesel on heavy-duty vehicles
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Biodiesel Considerations

Biodiesel is an attractive alternative fuel in that few, if any, engine modifications are required, 
however there are several aspects a fleet manager must still take into consideration.  

These include:   

➡ Fuel source (biodiesel standard)

➡ Development of a contract/tender

➡ Fueling infrastructure

➡ Engine warranties 

➡ Engine maintenance 

➡ Fuel quality

➡ Fuel blending

Biodiesel must meet strict standards in order to adhere to engine warranty and consumer 
safety. For example, B100 must meet the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) 
D6751 standard. It is also vital to choose distributors who are recognized by the National 
Biodiesel Accreditation Commission as BQ-9000 accredited producers and BQ-9000 
accredited marketers. 

In addition, fleet managers may want to consider the overall source for the biodiesel fuel, for 
example is the fuel derived from a waste-based product or a crop-based feedstock?  Each fuel 
source has implications when it comes to ascertaining the overall life cycle for how the fuel was 
produced. 

Development of a Contract/Tender

One of the most important issues to be addressed when incorporating biodiesel is the 
development and preparation of the biodiesel contract or tender.  In addition to pricing, term of 
contract and the multitude of legal clauses, it is essential that the following items be included:

➡ The required ASTM D6751 or European EN 14214 specifications for the pure 
biodiesel to be used in the blending of the fuel, or the CGSB-3.520 specification for a 
B5 blend of fuel 

➡ The seasonally adjusted blend of the biodiesel required

➡ The seasonally adjusted cloud point and pour point of the blended biodiesel

➡ The timelines for the distributor to become BQ-9000 Certified and, if required, the 
producer to become BQ-9000 Accredited

➡ The required delivery logistics and procedures
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As part of the bid evaluation process, there are a number of important criteria that should be 
evaluated.  Some recommended criteria include:

➡ Vendor track record, as per the vendor’s reputation throughout the industry

➡ Vendor knowledge of biodiesel, specifically regarding storage, cloud points, and 
pour points

➡ Ensuring that supply is consistent, as the vendor should have an adequate supply of 
biodiesel in store locally in heated tanks

➡ Delivery tankers dedicated to the delivery of biodiesel, as dedicated tankers 
reduce the possibility of contamination to the biodiesel

➡ Method of blending, as the method used by the vendor must ensure complete 
blending that meets terms of the contract

➡ Fuel quality, as per ensuring the vendor has BQ-9000 Certification

Prepare the Fueling Infrastructure

In order to have a successful biodiesel program, the Fleet Manager must ensure that the 
fueling infrastructure is properly prepared. This should include the following steps:

1. Testing fuelling infrastructure integrity, including fuel storage tanks, delivery lines, 
vent lines, and fuel pumps;

2. Testing for moisture in the storage tanks, as any water in the tanks must be 
removed; 

3. Cleaning the fuel storage tanks, as residual sludge and dirt in the bottom of the tanks 
will affect fuel quality;

4. Installing filters on the fuel distribution tanks, these filters should be the same 
micron rating as the filters on vehicles/equipment (at least 10 micron); and,

5. Installing desiccant filters on the vent pipes if possible, as this will prevent moisture 
from entering the tanks.
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did you know about...

Biodiesel Standards Explained

There are several aspects that a fleet manager must take into consideration when choosing a 
biodiesel supplier.  The following is a synopsis of the appropriate standards, certifications, and 
accreditations to look for when creating a biodiesel purchasing plan:

ASTM D6751:  The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is a globally recognized 
organization which delivers standards to protect the integrity of products and promote 
consumer confidence. The ASTM D6751 standard covers B5 – B20 fuel blends with petroleum 
diesel fuel to ensure several fuel properties and performance.
For more details:  www.astm.org

EN 14214:  The European Committee for Standardization (CEN) is the European equivalent to 
ASTM. The EN 14214 standard covers biodiesel quality and performance by suppliers.  
For more details:  www.cen.eu/cen/Pages/default.aspx

CGSB-3.520:  The Canadian General Standards Board (CGSB) is a federal government 
organization that offers standards in the Canadian sector to ensure client safety and security.  
CGSB-3.520 applies to two types of low-sulphur diesel containing low levels of biodiesel (from 
1 to 5% by volume).  
For more details:  www.tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca/cgsb/home/index-e.html

BQ-9000 Certification and Accreditation:  The National Biodiesel Accreditation Program is a 
voluntary program in which producers and marketers of biodiesel can join to certify their 
adherence to well established standards, specifically ASTM D6751. A BQ-9000 participant will 
promote the success, acceptance, and standardization of biodiesel to support its growth.
For more details:  www.bq-9000.org
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Engine Warranties 

Many Fleet Managers remain concerned about losing the warranty on their engines should they 
use biodiesel. 

All the major diesel engine manufacturers and the diesel pump and injector manufacturers have 
approved the use of a B5 biodiesel blend and most have approved the use of up to B20, 
provided that the pure biodiesel used for blending meets the current ASTM D6751 
requirements.

If there is a failure that the OEM can prove is directly related to the use of biodiesel, warranties 
will only be denied on the component that failed; not the entire engine.

Manufacturer Warranty Statements are available on the internet at the National Biodiesel Board 
website: www.nbb.org

Engine Maintenance

The use of biodiesel does not require any additional maintenance other than fuel filter changes 
approximately four to six weeks after switching over to biodiesel. Since biodiesel is a solvent, it 
will break down the film in conventional diesel and contribute to clogged fuel filters. In most 
cases, fuel filters will need to be changed at a higher rate initially but as trucks adapt to the 
new fuel mix and fuel tanks become conditioned, conventional maintenance cycles can 
resume.  

Since biodiesel is made from renewable sources, it can decompose. Decomposition makes the 
fuel less harmful if spillage occurs but also contributes to bacterial build up. Bacteria that feed 
on the organic matter within biodiesel add by-products to the fuel. These by-products can be 
harmful to engine operation, clogging filters and reducing performance.  

Some important points to note are:

➡ Biodiesel may affect some rubber gaskets and O-Rings in components on the fuel 
system of pre-1993 engines.  However if the fuel system components have been 
rebuilt after 1993, the rubber gaskets, O-Rings, etc. have most likely been replaced 
with synthetic gaskets and O-Rings and will be unaffected by the biodiesel. Engines 
manufactured after 1993 are generally not affected.

➡ The use of biodiesel may enable the ability to extend the interval between oil and filter 
changes; however, this should only be done in conjunction with the reports from an 
oil sampling program.

➡ The use of biodiesel will improve the lubricity of the petroleum diesel fuel.  This will 
increase the life-cycle of the fuel pumps and injectors by as much as 50%.  With the 
switch to ULSD (ultra low sulphur diesel) in 2006, fuel pump and injector 
manufacturers became concerned about the lack of sulphur shortening the life-cycle 
of their products and endorsed the use of biodiesel as an excellent way to ensure the 
long life of these components. 
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Fuel Quality

The quality of the biodiesel will determine the success 
or failure of any biodiesel program.  There are a few 
steps that can be taken to ensure that only the best 
quality fuel goes into the equipment fuel tanks.

1. Perform regular maintenance on the 
fuelling infrastructure. This includes 
removing any moisture found in storage tanks, 
ensuring caps are tight and sealed on storage 
tanks and vent pipes, regular replacement of 
filters on distribution pumps, and ensuring 
nozzles on distribution pumps are kept clean 
and function correctly. 

2. Ensure the regular turnover of stored fuel.  
Just like petroleum diesel fuel, long-term 
storage is not recommended.  For best results 
a turnover time of approximately six to nine 
months is preferred.

3. Perform random sampling and testing of 
fuel being delivered. Samples should not be 
taken mid-stream during the delivery nor from 
the tank directly after delivery. Test the cloud 
point of the samples to ensure that the 
delivered blend has been seasonally adjusted 
and matches the requirements set out in the 
contract.

4. If using a blend higher than B5, ensure that 
the pure biodiesel being used in the 
blending process meets the ASTM D6751 
or EN 14214 specifications stated in the 
contract.  The vendor should provide the 
appropriate certificate to confirm this fact.

5. If using B5, ensure that the fuel being 
delivered meets the CAN/CGSB-3.520 
specifications stated in the contract.  The 
vendor should provide the appropriate 
certificate to confirm this fact.

6. If a BQ-9000 requirement has been stated 
within the contract, the vendor must 
provide certificates stating that they are a 
BQ-9000 Accredited Marketer and that the 
producer is a BQ-9000 Certified Producer.

did you know about...

Cloud point

The cloud point of a fluid is 
the point at which dissolved 
solids are no longer soluble 
and create a cloud like 
appearance. If a fuel reaches 
its cloud point, it cannot be 
used.  Number two diesel 
has a cloud point of 
approximately -19°C. If 
biodiesel is added to that 
fuel, the cloud point increases 
to -16°C. If winter grade 
diesel is used in place of 
summer grade, the cloud 
point will decrease and the 
effect of biodiesel blending 
on the cloud point is 
reduced. Biodiesel is however 
hydrophilic – water loving – 
and so will stick to water 
molecules. Exposure to too 
much water will cause 
biodiesel to behave in a 
soap-like manner, gelling and 
becoming unusable.  
Biodiesel can be exposed to 
water through storage (i.e. not 
properly draining a fuel 
storage vessel before adding 
biodiesel), and through 
accumulation. Diesel fuel can 
be delivered with up to 2% 
water content. The water not 
only makes bonds with the 
fuel but will increase the rate 
of storage tank erosion.
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Fuel Blending

Biodiesel can be used year round and can be successfully blended with both winter petroleum 
diesel (#1 diesel fuel) and summer petroleum diesel (#2 diesel fuel). Many fleets use various 
biodiesel blends throughout the year, but the most common pattern is B20 during the summer 
months, B10 during the spring and fall and B5 during the winter. The lower blends are used 
during the cooler months to ensure that there are no problems with fuel gelling.  

In order to ensure the best performance, the fuel must be thoroughly blended. Biodiesel must 
be blended with diesel at temperatures within six or seven degrees of each other or else gelling 
could occur. The main methods of blending currently in use are:

1. Injection blending at the rack.  This is the best method of blending as precise amounts 
of biodiesel are injected into the petroleum diesel as it loaded into the tanker truck, 
giving the most homogenous blend of fuel.

2. Splash blending in the tanker truck.  This is the most common method being used in 
Canada at this time.  If the proper procedures are followed this method will result in 
satisfactory blending of the fuel.

3. Splash blending in the fleet storage tanks.  This is the least used method of blending 
as it presents logistical difficulties to ensure that both the biodiesel tanker and the 
petroleum diesel tanker deliver their fuels at the same time.  It is also difficult to ensure 
complete blending of the fuel at the correct blend.

5.2  Ethanol

Ethyl alcohol, or ethanol as it is commonly referred, is used in several different commercial 
products from rubbing alcohol, drinking alcohol, and fuel alcohol. Ethanol is produced through 
fermentation of sugars which can originate from a variety of sources including corn, sugar 
cane, palm, and potato. 

Ethanol for fuel production has evolved from small scale to large commercial operations 
throughout the 20th century. Brazil was one of the first countries to adopt a national ethanol 
program geared towards energy independence and economic development. In 1975, Brazil 
launched an ethanol program designed to increase agricultural production, refurbish distilleries, 
and establish more production plants. Globally Brazil is the largest ethanol exporter and the 
second largest ethanol producer (together the US and Brazil account for 90% of the world’s 
ethanol production).39
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Technical advancements are allowing ethanol 
producers to source from several different crop 
sources, some being waste products. The 
environmental advantages of fuel ethanol can be 
significant - depending on the feedstock, carbon 
emissions can be reduced by up to 30% over the 
operating life of the vehicle.40   The development of 
cellulosic ethanol is also expected to increase the 
energy input:output ratio of ethanol considerably.

Energy Security Benefits 

As discussed in previous chapters, peak oil is a 
serious issue and from 1969 oil production has 
decreased by approximately four million barrels per 
day. North America spends approximately 50 billion 
dollars annually to defend oil in the Persian Gulf 
which adds more than a dollar to the true cost of 
gasoline.41  

Ethanol can help reduce fossil fuel consumption and 
increase domestic energy production by displacing 
imported oil, and can be localized and scaled to 
demand in a short time span. It is estimated that 
one barrel of ethanol produced displaces about 1.2 
barrels or petroleum at the refinery. Furthermore, the 
volatility of ethanol price is lower because of the 
ability to boost or reduce production based on 
demand.

In the United States, the General Accounting Office 
concluded that ethanol could displace over 300,000 
barrels of crude oil per day.42

Economic Benefits of Ethanol Usage

Renewable fuel production can result in job 
creation in several different sectors. In Canada, 
ethanol production is in part responsible for the 
creation and sustainment of over 14,000 jobs, and 
creates over 1,000 jobs annually.43 The increased 
economic activity involved in building production 

did you know about...

Renewable fuels 
standard

Starting on the 15th of 
December, 2010, gasoline 
sold in Canada will contain an 
average of 5% ethanol as the 
Renewable Fuels Standard 
comes into effect.  Renewable 
fuels have a significant 
positive impact on all sectors 
of the economy generating an 
estimated $5B to date.  

Renewable fuels also 
positively impact the 
environment and ethanol 
blended fuels cut GHG 
emissions by over 60% in 
some cases and biodiesel can 
cut emissions by 99%.  

The Renewable Fuels 
Standard is a positive addition 
to Canadian emissions and 
represents an annual 
reduction of 4.2 megatonnes 
of GHGs alone – equivalent to 
removing 1M cars from 
Canadian roads.

– Canadian Renewable Fuels 
Association, 2010  
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plants and ethanol to date has added $2.9 billion and $1.4 billion respectively to the economy. 

In rural Ontario, an ethanol production plant is estimated to contribute:44

➡ 1,152 jobs

➡ Local economy spending of $276,089,000

➡ Municipal benefit of $7,835,550

➡ Provincial benefit of $44,172,000

➡ Federal benefit of $70,088,000

Ethanol in the United States and Canada

The United States has already incentivized the use of ethanol through several tax credit 
programs. The U.S. ethanol program (in effect for at least 32 states) has three main objectives: 
energy security, domestic economic development, and environmental quality.

Offering tax incentives, offsetting tariffs, and promoting a renewable fuels standard helped the 
program develop into what it is today. Further development and refinement of ethanol 
production ensured dependability and customer safety. For example, in January 2011, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency approved the use of up to E15 in model 2001 cars and 
younger.45  This means that E15 can be used in over 200 million cars in the U.S.  

In 2004, the Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit (VEETC) was created as part of the American 
Job Creation Act. Commonly referred to as the “blender’s credit”, the VEETC provides oil 
companies with a tax credit based on the volume of ethanol blended into conventional 
gasoline. The original credit was ¢51 for pure ethanol but has since been reduced to ¢45.  
Although the VEETC was scheduled to end in 2010, President Obama signed an extension into 
law which will run the program through 2011.46

As an incentive for advanced ethanol production (i.e. cellulosic ethanol), the U.S. has also 
allowed a credit against a producer’s income tax liability via the Cellulosic Biofuel Producer Tax 
Credit (CBPTC).  The tax is available to qualified applicants in the U.S. between January 1st, 
2009 and December 31st, 2012.47  Cellulosic biofuels are defined as:

➡ Liquid fuel produced from lignocellulosic or hemicellulosic matter

➡ Alcohol with a proof of more than 150

➡ Fuel with water content less than 4%

➡ Fuel with ash content less than 1%
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Higher concentration ethanol fuel is relatively new to the public automobile sector in Canada.  
Recently, lower concentration ethanol fuel (E5) was mandated in the federal government’s 
Renewable Fuels Standard - this is expected to add more than two billion litres of renewable 
fuels into the Canadian system.48 Different provincial standards also exist, meaning that in 
some regions fuel may contain up to 10% ethanol. Since 1998, most vehicles sold in Canada 
have been designed to use up to E10 grades without requiring any modification.

There are several vehicle makes and models on the market which will accept high 
concentrations of ethanol (up to 85% by volume) - these Flex-Fuel Vehicles (FFV) are estimated 
to number approximately 600,000 in Canada. In order to support the use of E85, FFVs have 
been designed to consider:

➡ Increasing the compression ratio

➡ Increasing the amount of fuel injected

➡ Replacing materials in the engine that corrode when in contact with ethanol

➡ Adding spark plugs that will dissipate heat better at high flame temperatures

➡ Adding an auxiliary cold-start system that injects gasoline from a small tank in the 
engine compartment to help start the vehicle when cold

 

did you know about...

The benefits of ethanol incentives in the U.S.

The incentive programs in the U.S. support the development of ethanol but also support the 
American economy.  Consumer savings, energy independence, and job creation are all 
secondary effects of ethanol infrastructure and some of the benefits to date are listed below:

➡ Consumer savings from the VEETC program: $15M for E10 and $20M for E15.

➡ During the last recession ethanol investment added $53.3B to the nation’s GDP

➡ In total, incentives added $8.4B and cost $5B creating a surplus of $3.4B for the 
Federal Treasury

➡ The failure to extend VEETC would reduce ethanol production by 38% (4.56B 
gallons) and eliminate 112,000 jobs

– Cardno Entrix, 2010.  Domesticfuel.com 
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Environmental and health benefits of ethanol usage

Ethanol can reduce life cycle CO2 emissions by as much as 30% and tailpipe particulate matter 
by as much as 50%, depending on the feedstock. Identical to the ethanol in alcoholic 
beverages, ethanol is biodegradable and easily blended into gasoline at any concentration 
between 1-85%. Although FFVs can accept up to E85 blends of gasoline, there are some 
vehicles produced which can run on E100. 

Since ethanol reduces the amount of CO emitted from the tailpipe, smog effects are also 
avoided and can be reduced by up to 20%.49

Table 5.1: Noxious gas reduction results from blended fuel.  The benefits of ethanol are wide-ranging 
and affect social and environmental costs especially due to reduced respiratory problems (smog) in larger 
urban centers.

Gasoline blended with oxygenates such as ethanol and 
potential reduction of noxious gases

Gasoline blended with oxygenates such as ethanol and 
potential reduction of noxious gases

Air Toxins -28%

Volatile Organic Compounds -17%

Nitrogen Oxides -3%

Carbon Monoxide -13%

Sulphur Oxides -11%

Carbon Dioxide -4%

Particulate Matter -9%

Reduced Cancer risk -20 to 30%

Regardless of the types of fuels used, proper maintenance and operational characteristics must 
be upheld. As more renewable fuels are incorporated in the Canadian transportation sector the 
learning curve of incorporation and proper use will become more stable.  The following 
guidelines will help to inform preliminary efforts. 

Education and training

Training and education of all personnel on the basics of renewable fuels is an essential aspect 
of successful adoption.  This includes:

1. Technician and Service Person Training.  Personnel must be educated in the 
properties and use of renewable fuels. Failure to do so could result in personnel 
blaming the fuel for unrelated mechanical issues. Personnel must also be educated on 
what procedures to take in the event of any spills.

2. Driver Training.  Drivers are the actual users of renewable fuels and need to be 
properly educated on the benefits of its use in order to buy into the program. Drivers are 
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the first line of contact with the general public and they need to know the basics in 
order to answer any questions raised by the citizens, or be able to direct these 
questions to someone that can provide the correct answer.

3. Education of Purchasing Personnel.  The buyer is the main contact that will be 
dealing with the vendors bidding on the renewable fuel tender. The Buyer must be well 
educated in all aspects of standards and operational characteristics, blending and 
delivery logistics. 

4. Education of Public Relations Personnel.  Public Relations officials are the personnel 
responsible for all media releases and interviews and must be well educated in the 
benefits of using renewable fuels, as well as various aspects of the purchase contract in 
order to adequately respond to all questions from the media, senior officials and the 
general public

Monitoring of Emissions Reduction 

Fleet Managers are constantly required to report on the status of their programs and the 
current results. The switch to alternative fuels is no different and the following information 
should be monitored on a regular basis:

➡ Average emissions reductions by vehicle category

➡ Average fuel consumption by vehicle category

➡ Average maintenance costs by vehicle category separated into preventative and 
reactive

➡ Comments from employees

➡ Comments from the general public

5.3  Closing thoughts

This section provided brief treatment of the use of alternative fuels in modern fleets, with 
exclusive focus on biodiesel and ethanol. The use of such fuels in fleets requires consideration 
of technical and operating parameters such as blending, fueling, maintenance, as well as 
consideration of the feedstock these fuels are produced from in order to ensure positive 
environmental impacts accrue.  

The exploration and adoption of alternative fuels can provide an additional avenue for the 
enterprising fleet manager to further diversify the fleet as well as hedge against volatile 
traditional fuel costs.
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did you know about...

Flex-Fuel Vehicles (FFV)

In North America there are an estimated nine million ethanol capable vehicles called Flex-Fuel 
Vehicles (FFV). Eight million vehicles are found in the United States where some 2,600 E85 
stations are publicly accessible, whereas 600,000 are found in Canada and only a handful of 
refueling stations can be accessed by the public.  Unfortunately, it is very difficult to find 
refueling stations in Canada and further, many FFV drivers are not aware of the capabilities of 
their vehicles to accept blends of ethanol up to 85% by volume.  

To find out whether your vehicle can accept E85, use the following guide.  All manufacturers 
include a designation in their Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) to indicate FFVs which differ 
from make, model, and year so be sure to consult a guide such as the one found at 
www.ethanolretailer.com:

➡ Chrysler: Yellow fuel cap and badge (last letter in VIN)

➡ Ford: Decal under fuel door (8th letter in VIN)

➡ GM: Yellow fuel cap and decal under fuel door (8th letter in VIN)

➡ Toyota: VIN characters four through eight 

➡ Mercedes-Benz: See vehicle year and model 

➡ Isuzu: See vehicle year and model 

➡ Mazda: Decal under fuel door (8th character in VIN)

➡ Nissan: See vehicle year and model (4th character in VIN)

– ethanolretailer.com, 2010
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SECTION 6.0  Maintaining a successful 
green fleet 50

Basic preventive maintenance (PM) is essential for optimizing fuel and emissions performance.  
For example, should an engine malfunction go undetected (a lack of preventive maintenance), 
it could overfuel the system and result in the release of unburned hydrocarbons into the air. In 
Ontario, this problem would eventually be detected in a DriveClean emissions test but until that 
point the vehicle would produce greatly accelerated rates of greenhouse gases and criteria air 
contaminants, as well as waste fuel.  

Other problems like leaking fluids are not only a sure sign that the vehicle needs repair, but are 
also harmful to the environment. Dirty filters can also exacerbate fuel consumption, causing an 
engine to consume more fuel. Rural vehicles traveling on dusty roads will need air filter 
changes more often. Proper tire pressure is also important – tire pressure can also have a 
significant impact on fuel economy and vehicle operation.

Emerging and chronic problems such as the above examples can be detected through 
implementing routine preventive maintenance inspections. Preventive maintenance saves 
money that could be reallocated to fund more green fleet initiatives or other worthwhile 
purposes. Through effective data management and careful analysis of exception management 
reports, a few proactive fleets have actually taken a step beyond preventive maintenance and 
into the realm of predictive maintenance for additional savings.

This section provides fleet managers with information on how to best maintain their fleet and 
green vehicles and insights on how to reduce the environmental footprint of the working 
garage. 51

6.1  Documenting your maintenance history

Keeping accurate vehicle/equipment history and maintenance files are an important data 
gathering aspect to sound Preventative Maintenance.  This information can help a fleet 
manager to:

➡ Track equipment operating and maintenance costs

➡ Track fuel and oil costs

➡ Track tire costs

➡ Track downtime costs

➡ Track labour (technician) costs
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➡ Track parts costs

➡ Track body damage repair costs

➡ Develop accurate life cycling models 

➡ Enable accurate operating and capital budget forecasting

➡ Print ad-hoc reports on a particular piece of equipment, a particular equipment 
category or the overall fleet

➡ Cross-reference equipment by unit number, serial number or license number

Further, such records will enable the identification of fleet operation abnormalities, as in:

➡ Excessive fuel consumption (in comparison to identical units performing similar 
functions)

➡ Excessive oil consumption (in comparison to Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) 
recommendations and identical engines within the fleet)

➡ Excessive tire wear that can result in premature tire replacement

➡ Excessive downtime due to unscheduled repairs

Other important benefits to retaining good maintenance history files include: 

➡ The ability to identify repeat repairs and component replacement, which 
demonstrate that often the end result of the problem is being repaired but the root 
cause of the failure is not being addressed.

➡ Ensuring maximum warranty cost recovery, as without good maintenance history 
files, the recovery of the cost of replaced parts that are still under warranty can be 
missed.  Depending on the size of the fleet, this could be a substantial amount of 
money over the course of a year.

➡ Regular downloading of the ECM (Engine Control Module), which will enable the 
Fleet Manager to spot trends, potential problems and driver habits.  Further, in the 
event of an accident, near miss or traffic violation, the Fleet Manager, and/or Police, 
can determine actual vehicle speed, engine RPM, hard brake application, stopping 
time, point of impact, etc.  This data can be essential in ensuring the accuracy of the 
details of the incident.
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6.2  Encourage skilled and well-trained technicians

Engine and component technologies are changing rapidly as manufacturers strive to reduce 
emissions, increase power, increase fuel economy, increase the life cycle of the engine and 
components and meet the requirements of current and upcoming legislation.  In order for a 
Fleet Manager to operate the fleet efficiently, it is essential that all technicians are trained in the 
newest technologies and kept up-to-date.  

This can be achieved in the following ways:

➡ In-house technical training programs.  Many large fleets have their own training 
staff.  For smaller fleets, it is recommended senior technicians attend ‘Train-The-
Trainer’ courses on new technologies.  This senior technician can then perform the 
requisite in-house training for other technicians  

➡ Local colleges are developing and offering technician training and upgrade courses 
on new technologies to meet the ever-increasing demand from fleet operators

➡ OEM training courses.  Increasing numbers of fleets are specifying in the purchase 
contract that the OEM must provide technician training on the new equipment/
technologies – this is especially important when it comes to technologies such as the 
use of hybrids which can involve very different operating protocols

➡ Subscriptions to OEM “Technical Service Bulletins”.  These are issued on a 
regular basis and will keep the technicians informed on recalls, “fixes” for particular 
failures, proper repair procedures for particular failures, etc.

➡ Participation in various trade associations, such as: NAFA (National Association of 
Fleet Administrators), CPWA (Canadian Public Works Association), MEOA (Municipal 
Equipment Operators Association of Ontario), etc.

6.3  Predictive maintenance programs

Predictive maintenance is a critical part of any transportation sector operations.  Predictive 
maintenance is the timely replacement of a part or component just prior to its known time of 
failure in time (hours) or kilometers.

The replacement of these parts/components should be scheduled as part of a regularly 
scheduled Preventive Maintenance Inspection using the following considerations:

➡ Components and intervals determined by the OEM and stated in the OEM 
Maintenance Manual

➡ Components and intervals determined by the fleets own maintenance history for each 
category of equipment (failure analysis)

The benefits of Predictive Maintenance to a fleet include the reduction of on-road failures and 
downtime, reduced maintenance costs and higher driver morale due to more reliable 
equipment.
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6.4  Oil sampling programs

Although not stipulated by the OEM’s, Oil Sampling as part of a PM Inspection can enable fleet 
operators to avoid costly engine or major component failure.  Oil Sample Reports enable a 
Fleet Manager to:

➡ Monitor metal contaminants in the oil, which indicate the wear rate on internal 
component

➡ Monitor oil condition for soot, acid, etc

➡ Extend or shorten oil and filter change intervals as recommended by the company 
performing the testing of the oil

➡ Obtain warranty on failed internal components

6.5  Well-trained and educated drivers

A good Driver Training program will substantially increase the benefits of the green fleet.  This 
is achieved through:

➡ The elimination of jack-rabbit starts and hard braking, as drivers are trained to 
gradually accelerate from a stop and and ease up to red lights and stop signs.  This 
process can save as much as 30% in fuel, as well as reduce wear on brake 
components

➡ The elimination of unnecessary engine idling not only reduces emissions and fuel 
costs, but it also reduces wear and tear on the engine, resulting in lower maintenance 
costs

➡ The reporting of vehicle/equipment deficiencies, unusual noises or handling 
characteristics and fluid leaks to the Maintenance Department.  This will result in the 
repair of minor problems before they become serious problems (resulting in safety 
issues or major break-down)

6.6  Additional recommendations to make the fleet greener

There are further initiatives that can provide cost savings and aid the environment:

➡ Use recap tires on all but steering axles as this reduces operating costs and reduces 
the number of tires for disposal

➡ Use re-refined oil or synthetic oils

➡ Use environmentally friendly hydraulic oils and greases

➡ Use environmentally friendly parts cleaning fluids

➡ Use recycled water for vehicle/equipment washing

➡ Ensure proper disposal of used parts, batteries and other waste
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did you know about...

Top Three Strategies for Improving Preventive 
Maintenance 

Monitor Your Maintenance Ratio
Preventative/Reactive: The importance of timely preventive maintenance to ensure service 
excellence cannot be overemphasized.

Is Your PM Scheduling System up to the Task?
Can your scheduling system forecast and schedule fleet maintenance using multiple 
parameters, tailored to each unit in your fleet? These parameters may include time, kilometers 
traveled, hours operated, Power Take-Off (PTO) hours operated, fuel consumed and many 
more depending on how far you wish to drill down.  

Each improvement to the timing of PM intervals results in savings of thousands of dollars.  
Optimizing PM intervals in large fleets can result in savings into the 6 or even 7 figures.  

Don’t Over or Under Maintain Your Fleet

Servicing a vehicle prematurely is wasteful. Resources such as oils and other lubricants, as well 
as technician time are costly. Under-maintaining is equally damaging, and can translate into the 
premature failure of expensive components or induce worker/driver safety issues, negatively 
affecting service levels for your clients. 
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6.7  ISO 14001 compliance and green shop practice

In the operation of a fleet, and in particular its working garage, it is not always evident where 
the largest impact may be.  Engine oil for example reduces wear caused by friction between 
the moving parts of the engine and removes acids, sludge and other harmful substances. 
Eventually, oil becomes contaminated and its performance additives deteriorate, so it is 
important that the oil be changed regularly and especially that this oil be disposed of 
responsibly.  

This means that in addition to vehicle preventive maintenance, steps should also be taken for 
“waste preventive maintenance” to ensure responsible management of the waste stream of the 
working garage such as used oils and related materials.  There can also be other areas of 
impact of the working garage that should be considered and these can be identified through 
the execution of an Environmental Management System (EMS).52

Environmental Management Systems, such as through those protocols espoused by ISO 
1400153 can help an organization better understand environmental issues and the primary 
impact of its activities on the environment.  An EMS can be a powerful tool to improve 
environmental performance and enhance business efficiency. 

Properly executed, an EMS can help to identify and control environmental problems before 
they occur.  It provides a structured approach to planning and implementing environment 
protection measures.  An EMS or similar operational plan identifies and achieves environmental 
goals by providing resources and assigning responsibilities, as well as through ongoing 
evaluation of Practice and procedures.  This commitment also helps to support internal 
improvement.

An EMS can assist an organization in the following ways:

➡ Minimize environmental liabilities

➡ Maximize the efficient use of resources

➡ Reduce waste

➡ Demonstrate a good corporate image

➡ Build awareness of environmental concern among employees

➡ Gain a better understanding of the environmental impacts of business activities

➡ Increase profit and improve environmental performance through more efficient 
operations54
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environment. It provides a structured approach to planning and implementing environment protection measures
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specifically to the ISO 14001 environmental management systems standard.   ISO 14001 is analogous to the earlier 
ISO 9000 series of quality management systems standards. Both are generic standards, in the sense that they do 
not apply to specific industries and instead are deliberately designed as abstract, high-level process standards to 
make them applicable to the widest possible range of organizations.  Among the over 500,000 firms that have 
received ISO 9000 certification and the over 60,000 that have received ISO 14001 certification, one can find 
organizations ranging from mines to universities and from steel mills to government agencies.
54 Government of Australia.  Source:  http://www.environment.gov.au/settlements/industry/corporate/ems.html
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A comprehensive examination of EMS and 
certification like ISO 140001 can confer better 
understanding of the laws and regulations that 
pertain to fleet management in Canada.  Some of the 
policies to be cognizant of as an Ontario fleet 
manager include The Fisheries Act, the Ontario Water 
Resources Act, the provincial and federal levels of 
the Environmental Protection Act, and further 
restrictions on the generation and management of 
hazardous waste.  Municipal by-laws and guidelines 
are also very important. 

Although the implementation of an EMS is essentially 
a voluntary initiative, it can become an effective 
regulatory tool for governments to protect the 
environment. Organizations can use EMS to ensure 
that their performance is in keeping with evolving 
regulatory requirements, and to keep ahead of more 
stringent regulations which might be introduced in 
the future. 

There is a wealth of EMS-related information 
available on-line for fleet managers to peruse in more 
detail. Some good sources include: 

➡ The US Environmental Protection Agency

➡ The Canadian Centre for Pollution 
Prevention

➡  The Standards Council of Canada

Some excellent examples and case studies of the 
impact of various fleet operations on the 
environmental are available at the US Environmental 
Protection Agency website.   Titles and fact sheets 
include information on:

➡ Benefit Through Prevention 

➡ Aqueous Parts Cleaning 

➡ Case Studies In Aqueous Parts Cleaning 

➡ Aqueous Brake Washers 

➡ Antifreeze Recycling 

➡ Refillable Spray Bottles 

➡ Reusable Oil Filters 

➡ Oil Life Extension 

➡ Floor Cleanup 

➡ Oil Water Separators 

did you know about...

Gauging Corporate 
Social Responsibility

The most effective way to 
gauge social 
responsibility is to 
become familiar with 
some core subjects.  
These subjects address 
the largest obstacles that 
organizations face when 
they establish a social 
responsibility plan:

➡ Organizational 
Governance

➡ Fair Operating 
Practice

➡ Human Rights

➡ Consumer 
Issues

➡ Labour Practice

➡ Community 
Involvement and 
Development

➡ The Environment
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did you know about...

ISO 14001 at the City of Hamilton
As a result of undertaking ISO 14001, the City of Hamilton found that its largest impact was in 
the quantity of wastewater and soap used to wash its buses!  This was resulting in thousands 
of litres of organically contaminated water entering the ecosystem.

EMS and the City of Saskatoon
The City of Saskatoon is designing and implementing an Environmental Management System 
(EMS) for all City departments. With this initiative, the City of Saskatoon is joining over 30 other 
Canadian municipalities in establishing an Environmental Management System.

Flickr @ Dan Zen; http://tinyurl.com/5wpgnqv (CC BY-SA 2.0)

Flickr @ daryll_mitchell; http://tinyurl.com/6erwpj3 (CC BY-SA 2.0)
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6.8  New developments in Corporate Social Responsibility; ISO 26000

Benchmarking one’s fleet against international best practices can assist in identifying additional 
fleet efficiencies and other opportunities for environmental improvement. Benchmarking will allow 
organizations to share information on lessons learned and in so doing improve decision-making.  
The benefits of sharing information are endless and encourage evolution and fleet development.  

One of the most important components of business development is Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR).  Paired with benchmarking (and enabling inherent comparison when 
champions are established), CSR is a powerful tool and its principles aid in raising 
competitiveness. CSR also helps to improve or enhance innovation, productivity, and attracts 
investors. Most importantly, corporate social responsibility is about ethical behaviour.

A new document is being developed to give fleet managers a head start when trying to 
incorporate a viable CSR strategy: ISO 26000. ISO 26000 is setting new standards and providing 
information and direction to fleet managers on ethical and socially responsible behaviour. This 
type of document provides a framework to identify the impacts management decisions have on 
society, the environment, and stakeholders.  

Organizations can now use ISO 26000 to assess and improve their process for ethical and 
socially responsible behaviour.  ISO 26000 is a voluntary standard ‘without requirements’ which 
means it is not a certification standard (although early adopters will hold a competitive edge over 
those who ignore the recommendations).  It contains seven principles of social responsibility:

1. Accountability

2. Respect for Stakeholder Interest

3. Transparency

4. Respect for the Rule of Law

5. Ethical Behaviour

6. Respect for International Norms of 
Behaviour

7. Respect for Human Rights

These seven principles are significant markers that employees, consumers, stakeholders and 
other organizations consider valuable as CSR development criteria.

Presently the ISO 14064 Parts I and II are the best reporting standards available especially in 
regards to carbon emission quantification - ISO 26000 will only help to benefit and strengthen the 
ISO series of standardization. 
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case study...

ISO 26000 and Bornholm Sustainable Island, Denmark

Bornholm is a Danish island located in the Baltic Sea, east of Denmark.  The small Danish 
municipality is on its way to becoming 100% green and sustainable.  Over 30% of the 
electricity used on the island (588 km2) is supplied by wind mills.  They also produce biogas, 
and bioethanol on the island which will eventually support the energy needs of the entire island.

The municipality is currently involved in a pilot project that uses ISO 26000 as a guideline to 
reach their goals.  Bornholm is well on its way to becoming a 100% green community and 
thanks to the guidance of the standard, they will act as an example of the power and influence 
of the ISO 26000 standard.  

– for more information visit: Bornholm.dk

Flickr @ ida und bent; http://tinyurl.com/62veqjs (CC BY-SA 2.0)
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SECTION 7.0  Managing green fleet 
assets effectively 55

One of the single most critical factors in asset 
management is utilization, whether these assets 
are buildings, machinery, heavy equipment, 
vehicles, or other items. Capital commitment to 
any asset would logically dictate that these 
assets should only be retained so long as they 
serve some worthwhile purpose toward 
achieving the organization’s objectives.

For example, new vehicle purchases are often 
repeatedly delayed in order to stretch available 
monies for other pressing municipal projects.  
Unfortunately, this decision sometimes means 
that worker productivity and municipal fleet 
efficiency can suffer in result.56

Conversely, some fleets may have vehicles that 
are under-utilized. This begs the question as to 
why organizations continue to maintain, store, 
fuel, license, insure and pay all of those 
associated vehicle ownership costs for units that 
are not being fully utilized. Put another way, fleet managers could free up the capital and 
operating expenses tied up in under-utilized and/or redundant vehicles and invest it in 
upgrading the fleet to include best-in-class fuel efficient vehicles.  

For over-utilized units, vehicles may be double-shifting or operating in more demanding 
environments and will wear out more quickly. Not recognizing this situation in a timely manner 
will eventually lead to decreased service levels and frustration for end users because of poor 
reliability. Escalated maintenance and operating costs will result for the fleet section and the 
organization as a whole. Also, these extra costs may not be fully recovered through internal 
charge-back mechanisms, which will result in stranded costs.

This chapter provides fleet managers with information on how to identify the best retention 
strategies for their vehicles through life cycle analysis, tips on improving vehicle utilization, and 
information on how to maximize the sale and remarketing of vehicles that no longer are of use 
in fleet operations.  

did you know about...

Life Cycle Costing 
benefits

Life Cycle Costing models can be 
used to monitor and adjust four 
main components of a fleet:

1. Budgets

2. Resource Forecast

3. Investment Analysis

4. Maintenance Strategy 
Evaluation
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7.1  Life cycle analysis and vehicle retention strategies57

Life Cycle Cost (LCC) models can help clearly illustrate the economic operating and 
commercial circumstances of the fleet. A well-built LCC model can assist fleet managers to 
analyze their operations and prioritize those strategies that optimize vehicle life and return on 
investment. 

Before preparing for LCC modeling, an organization should ask themselves a series of 
preliminary questions, such as: 

➡ Is senior management supportive?

➡ How much emphasis does my organization put on environmental & social benefits?

➡ Has purchasing been consulted?

➡ How does this affect internal customers or user groups?

➡ Do our vendors understand the decision and award process?

The amount of information included in these categories can vary significantly. For example, a 
fleet manager can chose to include or exclude insurance, purchase price, bridging downtime, 
annual mileage, warranty recovery, fuel, depreciation, training and tooling costs, remarketing 
recovery, and any other applicable information. In any case, fleet managers should take all 
aspects of their fleet vehicles, operations and staff into consideration to develop a LCC that 
best reflects their specific case.   

As LCC is a subjective idea, it is critical to lay out a definition so that others do not misinterpret 
the thoughts and process going into the analysis. Because of the variability and volatility of 
business, a fleet manager must choose the best definition that can maximize savings and 
streamline operations. For example, what is the lifespan of a vehicle?  What is a reasonable 
term to conduct a life cycle analysis? These are some examples of questions a manager could 
ask themselves to understand their needs and action plan.  

All operating conditions must be taken into account to establish a life cycle definition that suits 
one’s needs. An example of a LCC from the Nova Group Inc. follows:

“ Life cycle costing is a process that takes historical 
expenses, current purchasing and finance information, 
plus projected future cost estimates to arrive at a true total 
cost of ownership for a vehicle or piece of equipment over 
the lifetime that asset is in use with a company. ”
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Once a life cycle costing plan is established and baseline information is gathered, an analysis of 
performance can be prepared. This will allow a fleet manager to understand and identify the many 
adjustments that can be made in everyday operations, and from all levels of employees, to optimize 
vehicle utilization. As mentioned in the introduction, the single most critical factor in asset 
management is utilization. Essentially, if capital is tied up in an asset of any kind, an enterprise 
needs to able to evaluate whether this asset is still serving a worthwhile purpose to the 
organization.

A key question to address is whether and how long an asset is retained. An understanding of the 
value of the vehicle at a particular point in time can help define the answer to this question, as when 
a vehicle ages there are definite financial and operational consequences with downtime. Delaying 
the replacement of vehicles may cost more in the long run as the following illustration shows 
(Figure 7.1).

Figure 7.1: Factors affecting the economic life of a vehicle.

In this figure, the economic life is that time when the total cost takes the lowest value – and is the 
time to replace this vehicle.

It is critical to identify issues associated with the buying and disposing of assets and their annual 
costs. Broadly speaking, life cycle optimization can be slotted into the following five categories:

1. Constant annual utilization, or steady use over a year

2. Varying annual utilization, in that as equipment ages it breaks down and leads to more 
intermittent 

3. Technological improvement

4. Tracking individual units

5. Repair vs. replace

The following sections will deal with examples of constant and varying annual utilization, and the 
question of repair vs. rebuild.
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case study...

M.G. Currie and Company

Based on a model with 15 trucks and a running time of 6,000 hours per truck, a LCC was 
calculated.  The life cycle was based on behavioural modifications to evaluate fleet vehicles 
that streamlined operations and used best practices:

Investment

Network and Training $150,000

Onboard Hardware $225,000

TOTAL: $375,000

Outcome Before After

R&M $114.32 $113.80

Tires and Undercarriage $78.65 $73.53

Fuel and Operator $179.11 $177.88

Capital Cost $76.39 $76.92

Total Life Cycle Cost $448.47 $442.12

COST DIFFERENCE: $6.35$6.35

Annual Saving = $6.35/SMU per Truck = 15 trucks x $6.35 x 6,000 hrs = $571,500

Payback = $375,000/$571,500 = 0.66 years or 8 months
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7.2  Constant annual utilization

In the following example, a trucking fleet has 17 vehicles replaced on a five-year cycle. Each of 
these vehicles travels 110,000 km in one year and the purchase price of a new vehicle is $85K.  

Table 7.1:  A Life Cycle Costing example.  A sample of Life Cycle Costing that describes the trend in 
operation and maintenance costs for the vehicles during the first five years of life, the interest rate to be 
used for discounting purposes (and to account for the time-value of money), and the change in resale value 
(trade-in cost).  It is important to obtain estimates for trade in values for different vehicle ages and so 
calculate the Equivalent Annual Cost (EAC)

Age Operating and Maintenance 
Cost (today’s dollar)

Rate for Cash Flow 
Discounting

Trade-in Value

1 Year $29,352 10% $60,000

2 Year $45,246 10% $40,000

3 Year $52,626 10% $25,000

4 Year $53,324 10% $20,000

5 Year $42,363 10% $15,000

In this example, analysis of the cost function illustrates that the best replacement time is in fact 
on a one year cycle. This data illustrates that the year five trade in value is $15K, vs. the trade-
in value in year one (compared against the $85K purchase price for a new vehicle). This 
indicates that year five is perhaps not the best time to sell, contrary to the established 
replacement policy.

Figure 7.2: Life cycle costing for best replacement time.

The importance of this data and methodology for evaluation is equally applicable to both small 
and large fleets.  Essentially, deriving the equivalent annual cost allows fleet managers to 
understand when is the optimal time for replacement and provides evidence to council to 
support this decision as it allows money to be saved and fleet costs to decline.
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did you know about...

Strategies for Improving Vehicle Utilization

The following strategies provide suggested tips for improving vehicle utilization.

1. Consider Developing a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) for Utilization: In fleet 
management, it can be difficult to convince staff to surrender under-utilized units or to 
identify over-utilized units.  Using a collaborative approach, develop an an appropriate 
KPI to shoot for. Downsizing/right-sizing can be supported by providing an added level 
of fiscal responsibility (i.e. incentives for fuel savings, etc.).  

2. Tracking engine hours can help evaluate utilization based on actual vehicle usage, as 
kilometres driven is not always a meaningful way to assess whether a vehicle is being 
utilized fully.  

3. Fleet Reserve Pool:  Consider maintaining a fleet reserve pool (with its own KPI for 
utilization) to provide spare vehicles when needed and to minimize service interruptions.  
Also consider other transportation options other than keeping radically under-utilized 
units.  These can include using outsourced suppliers, external pools, use of employee 
vehicles, etc.   

4. Cycle Vehicles by Age:  High utilization applications are best served by newer units 
and low utilization situations are best served for older units. Consider cycling newer and 
low km units into high kilometre applications on an ongoing basis.

5. Look At All Available Options to Improving Utilization:  Consider outsourcing, vehicle 
pooling, commercial car sharing, use of employee vehicles, mass transit, bicycles, etc. 
Be creative and imaginative and engage end users for their input.  The best way to 
manage fleet assets is by knowing vehicle utilization on a vehicle by vehicle basis and 
utilization on a similar business sector basis. 
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7.3  Varying annual utilization 58

Figure 7.3: Utilization trend curve for a bus fleet.  The plotted graph depicts the utilization trend curve 
for a small municipal bus fleet.  In this sample population, the more heavily used buses are represented by 
the newer models (Bus Numbers 1 - ~20) and the least used buses represent the older models (Bus 20+) 

The Equivalent Annual Cost for a fleet can be generated using values on purchase, trend in 
operations and maintenance costs, interest rate and discounting, resale values, and in addition, 
the varying utilization trend (Figure 7.4). 

In this example, the recommended Equivalent Annual Cost was estimated to be 13 years 
(between $116,000 and $125,000), as opposed to the 18 years that these vehicles were being 
replaced at (EAC between $120,000 and $129,000).  Replacing at the EAC of 13 years would 
have resulted in cost savings of $216K per year ($4K per bus at 54 buses per year, in 
comparison to replacing at 18 years).  

Figure 7.4: Deriving equivalent annual cost curves for a small municipal bus fleet.
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7.4  Replace vs. rebuild

In order to illustrate this aspect of life cycle costing, consider the example of a Caterpillar 992D 
front-end wheel loader that was being heavily used in a mining operation. The client wanted to 
know whether the unit should be rebuilt or replaced. In accounting for purchase price ($1M), all 
costs of operation, resale value, rebuild costs (approximately $500K), sensitivity and 
uncertainty factors, and using the methodology of life cycle costing (the total of EAC, 
operations and maintenance, interest rates, and variables discussed previously), the conclusion 
was to replace rather than rebuild this unit, despite the high acquisition cost.

Essentially, fleet retention decisions should not be only made on the basis of the very visible 
acquisition cost of the new asset – it is also extremely important to think about all the other 
components of buying, operating, and replacement.  The acquisition cost can always be 
thought of as being analogous to the small visible surface of a much larger iceberg of other 
considerations (see Figure 7.5).  

Figure 7.5: The life cycle cost iceberg
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Best Practices Manual summary

Fleet managers are facing increased pressure to build sustainable management plans for their 
fleets that reduce costs and streamline operations while ensuring the availability and function 
of every vehicle. Although greening a fleet provides the potential to save costs in all categories 
of fleet operation, there can also be associated implementation challenges which range in their 
level of complexity. This manual has been developed to assist fleet managers navigate these 
considerations. It provides a centralized resource for fleet managers to explore and better 
understand the environmental options that are currently available and in essence “leapfrog” the 
learning curve by benefitting from the experiences of others further along.

Section 1, The Evolving Global Context for Vehicle Transportation, provided treatment of 
the evolving future of automobile transportation. It is likely planners and fleet managers will 
benefit from a multi-faceted approach to transportation requirements as traditional 
technologies evolve and new alternatives come on line.  

Section 2, or Creating a Green Fleet Plan, is not only socially responsible but also financially 
profitable.  A properly implemented and maintained Green Fleet plan can reduce fuel usage, 
emissions, and downtime, as well as improve utilization.  These items, along with other 
important key performance indicators, must be recorded properly in software and computer 
programs which are proving to be a vital component of the Green Fleet.

Section 3, Data is King – and Critical to Fleet Efficiency, provided a short overview of 
available frameworks for effective fleet data management and important attributes to measure 
in such frameworks, focusing on the E3 system. Comprehensive data collection and evaluation 
is a critical component to effective fleet operation, and these frameworks are evolving to allow 
municipal fleet managers to compare their progress with their peers.

Section 4, or Hybrids and Electric Vehicles, briefly examined how alternatively-powered 
vehicles are competing with conventional ICE vehicles and are proving to be increasingly 
attractive fleet vehicle options.  Although hybrids and electric vehicles currently have a higher 
capital cost, both the reduced operating cost and technological developments are narrowing 
the price gap when compared to ICE vehicles. The volatile price of gasoline is also encouraging 
uptake.  When it comes to electrification in particular, fleet managers will need to give 
consideration to how traditional fueling infrastructure may change into the future.

Section 5, or Renewable Fuels, focused briefly on the use of biodiesel and ethanol in fleets, 
examining current infrastructure considerations for each fuel and some of the broader policies 
evolving around ethanol in particular.  Fleet managers will need to consider not only the 
development of infrastructure for such fuels but also be knowledgeable in terms of the life 
cycle of the fuel they choose to tender.

Section 6, or Maintaining a Successful Green Fleet, indicates that once a green fleet is 
established, proper maintenance must be upheld to ensure that the fleet continues to stay on 
track in terms of meeting goals and benchmarks. In addition, the use of EMS standards for the 
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working garage and international operating standards to further develop organizational 
excellence can boost productivity and reputation.  

In Section 7, or Managing Green Fleet Assets Effectively, information is presented about 
Life Cycle Costing and the most effective strategies to gauge the value and life cycle of an 
asset.  Valuation of fleets is briefly explained and examples are used were appropriate, 
identifying how critical it is to consider several aspects of life cycle when deciding whether to 
retain or replace assets.   

In closing, municipal fleets have a very strong influence on the adoption of alternative 
technologies and fuels because of their fleet sizes, sustained operations, and dependable 
demand for transportation. Leading fleet managers and transportation professionals also have 
a social obligation to properly monitor manage fleets on behalf of municipal, provincial, federal, 
or private organizations. In keeping, interest in green fleets and green fleet plans is growing at 
an exponential rate in North America because fleets are increasingly recognized as assets with 
the ability to increase profit margins and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.  

Fleet Challenge Ontario aims to help fleet operators reduce their fuel consumption, operating 
costs, and tailpipe emissions through the sharing of modern fleet management techniques and 
proven best management practices.  This Best Practices Manual, developed to help meet 
these objectives, is intended to be primarily a Green Fleet insight and management guide.  
Fleet Challenge Ontario recognizes that all fleets have unique characteristics and will use the 
document to inform or supplement Green Fleet implementation in a manner best suited to their 
needs.  
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Development), Antoine Belaieff (Clinton Climate Initiative), Matt Crossley (General Motors 
Canada), Her Worship Karen Farbridge (City of Guelph), Jeff Meggitt (Town of Richmond Hill), 
Ken Fryer (Nekus Consulting Group), as well as Fleet Challenge Ontario.

Expert content excerpted from FCO 2008 workshops included presentations by: 
Bob Oliver (Pollution Probe), Chris Hill (City of Hamilton), Andrew Jardine (University of 
Toronto), Steve Plaskos (City of Toronto), Fatima Dharsee (Clean Air Foundation), Steve 
Fletcher (Canadian/Ontario Automotive Recyclers’ Association), Fraser Bull (City of Toronto), 
Alicia Milner (Canadian Natural Gas Vehicle Alliance), Jim Suffak (City of Thunder Bay), John 
Neate (ETV Canada/OCETA), Steve Guerin (ETV Canada/OCETA), Sean Puchalski (U-CON), 
and Greg Prue (Netistix).

Special thanks to: the City of Sudbury, the City of London, and City of Ottawa for hosting FCO 
2008, and to event partners the City of Hamilton and City of Toronto for co-hosting GFX 2009, 
2010, and 2011. The Ontario Ministry of Transportation also co-hosted GFX 2011.
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Resources
Section 1.1 & 1.2 

John German, Senior Fellow 
International Council for Clean 
Transportation 
E: john@theicct.org

Section 1.3 
Richard Gilbert , Author and 
Transportation Consultant 
Organization for Economic Cooperation 
and Development
W: richardgilbert.ca

Section 2.1 
Fleet Challenge Ontario
W:  fleetchallenge.ca

Section 2.3
Darlene Varaleau, LLB, MBA
Power Projects
E: varaleau@power-projects.com

Section 2.3 (text box)
Jason Mathers
USA Environmental Defense Fund 
Corporate Partnership Program
W: edf.org

Section 3.1 
Roger Smith. Executive Director
Fleet Challenge Ontario
E: rogersmith@fleetchallenge.ca

Section 4.1 & 4.2 
Jack Rosebro, Founder
Perfect Sky
P: (310) 383-4800

Section 4.3
Mike Millikin, Founder and editor
Green Car Congress
E: mmillikin@bioagemedia.com

Section 4.4
Antoine Belaieff, Toronto City Director
Clinton Climate Initiative
E: abelaieff@clintonfoundation.org

Section 5.1
Ken Fryer
Nekus Consulting Group

Section 6.1
Ken Dack
Fleet Challenge Ontario
E: kendack@fleetchallenge.ca

Section 7.1
Andrew Jardine, Professor
Centre for Maintenance Optimization and 
Reliability Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Industrial 
Engineering, University of Toronto
E: jardine@mie.utoronto.ca

Michael Currie, Principle
M.G. Currie & Co. 
E: mgcurrie@mgcurrie.com

Jim Perkins, Superintendent
Fleet Services of Metro Vancouver
E: Jim.Perkins@metrovancouver.org

Section 7.2 - 7.4
Andrew Jardine, Professor
Centre for Maintenance Optimization and 
Reliability Engineering
Department of Mechanical and Industrial 
Engineering, University of Toronto
E: jardine@mie.utoronto.ca

Section 7.5
Chris Hill, Fleet Manager 
City of Hamilton Public Works 
Department
E: cghill@hamilton.ca

Section 7.6
Bob White, President
BRI International Inc.
E: bob@bri.ca
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